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Abstract
Electrospinning is a straight forward method to produce fibers with diameter
on the order of a few tens of nanometers to the size approaching commercial fibers
(on the order of 10 prm or larger). Recently, the length scale effect on physical
properties has attracted great attention because of the potential to produce new
materials with unique behavior. In general, the behavior of commercial fibers can be
investigated by traditional experiments, and that of nanofibers can be studied by
molecular dynamics simulation or Monte Carlo technique. However, the transition
of their properties from the bulk to the nanoscale materials is not well understood.
Electrospinning provides us a bridge to understand the properties of fibers
transiting from the behavior of the bulk material to that of the nanofibers. Among
these areas, I am interested in the possible remarkable changes in mechanical
properties that may occur in electrospun fibers due to the size effect, where the
comprehensive understanding is still lacking. My research objectives are to
understand mechanical properties of electrospun polymeric fibers as a function of
their size, structure and morphology.
The first part of my research is to study internal structures and external
topographies of electrospun fibers, and to understand their effect on mechanical
properties. Amorphous polystyrene (PS) and semicrystalline polyacrylonitrile (PAN)
were dissolved in a high boiling point solvent, dimethylformamide (DMF), for
electrospinning. When electrospun in a high-humidity environment, the interior of
these fibers was found to be highly porous rather than consolidated, despite the
smooth and nonporous appearance of the fiber surfaces. The formation of interior
porosity is attributed to the miscibility of water, a nonsolvent for the polymers in
solution, with DMF. The resulting morphology is a consequence of the relatively
rapid diffusion of water into the jet, leading to a liquid-liquid phase separation that
precedes solidification due to evaporation of DMF from the jet. When electrospun in
a low humidity environment, the fibers exhibit a wrinkled morphology that can be
explained by a buckling instability. Understanding which structures and
morphology form under a given set of conditions is achieved through the
comparison of three characteristic times: the drying time, the buckling time and the
phase separation time. The structures and morphology have important
consequences for the properties of the fibers such as their mechanical strength and
stiffness.
Secondly, we studied the size effects of single electrospun fibers on their
stiffness and strength. The Young's modulus and yield strength of individual
electrospun fibers of amorphous poly(trimethyl hexamethylene terephthalamide)
(PA 6(3)T) have been obtained in uniaxial extension. The Young's modulus is found
to exhibit values in excess of the isotropic bulk value, and to increase with
decreasing fiber diameter for fibers with diameter less than roughly 500 nm. The
yield stress is also found to increase with decreasing fiber diameter. These trends
are shown to correlate with increasing molecular level orientation within the fibers
with decreasing fiber diameter. Using Ward's aggregate model, the correlation
between molecular orientation and fiber modulus can be explained, and reasonable
determinations of the elastic constants of the molecular unit are obtained.
Finally, we identified a relation of stiffness between single electrospun fibers
and their nonwoven fabrics. This is of interest because adequate mechanical
integrity of nonwoven fabrics is generally a prerequisite for their practical usage.
The Young's modulus of electrospun PA 6(3)T nonwoven fabrics were investigated
as a function of the diameter of fibers that constitute the fabric. Two quantitative
microstructure-based models that relate the Young's modulus of these fabrics to
that of the fibers are considered, one assuming straight fibers and the other allowing
for sinuous fibers. This study is particularly important for meshes comprising fibers
because of our recent discovery of an enhanced size effect on their Young's modulus
as well as the tendency towards a curved fiber topology between fiber junctions.
The governing factors that affect the mechanical properties of nonwoven mats are
the fiber network, fiber curvature, intrinsic fiber properties, and fiber-fiber
junctions. Especially for small fibers, both the intrinsic fiber properties and fiber
curvature dominate the mechanical behavior of their nonwoven fabrics.
This thesis helps us to understand the mechanism behind the enhanced
mechanical behavior of small fibers, and to identify determining parameters that
can be used to tailor their mechanical performance.
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Title: Lammot du Pont Professor of Chemical Engineering
Thesis Supervisor: Mary C. Boyce
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Electrospinning is a technique [1] used to produce polymeric nonwoven fabrics
comprising small fibers with diameters that average from a few tens of nanometers
to microns. Electrospun nonwoven fabrics can be used in a variety of applications
[2,3], such as reinforcements in composites, filtration, tissue engineering, fuel cell
membranes, catalytic systems, and sensors. Recently, a length scale effect on
physical properties of materials has attracted great attention because of the
potential to produce new materials with unique behavior. These physical properties
include mechanical, electrical, thermal, and optical properties. Among these areas,
we are interested in the possible remarkable changes in mechanical properties that
may occur in electrospun nanofibers due to a size effect. Because the mechanical
properties of a material are essential to its utility in all applications, we desire to
understand whether smaller fibers are stiffer or stronger, as well as whether the
nonwoven fabrics they compose exhibit enhanced properties. However,
comprehensive understanding is still lacking.
The first step of my research is a fundamental study on the mechanical
properties of a single fiber with different diameters, ranging from commercial fibers
with diameters of tens of microns down to nanofibers with diameters as small as
tens of nanometers produced by electrospinning. The study on commercial fibers is
intended to validate our measurement methods applied to nanofibers, including my
use of new experimental instruments such as the Nano Bionix@ universal tensile
testing system. I focus my research first on high performance materials, such as
Kevlar, Nomex, and PAN-derived carbon fibers. Because these materials cannot be
electrospun into fibers over a wide range of average fiber diameter, it is difficult to
explore the size effect on mechanical properties by studying individual fibers of
these materials. Therefore, an amorphous polyamide is chosen as an alternative.
During the process of investigating the size effect on mechanical properties of these
electrospun fibers, we discovered that the structures and morphology of fibers can
be tailored by varying the conditions of the electrospinning process, which in turn
affect the fiber properties and are important to their mechanical properties. As a
result, the goal of my research is to understand the mechanical properties of
electrospun polymeric fibers as a function of their diameter, internal structures, and
external topographies.
The objectives of my research are as follows:
(1) Investigation on internal structures and external topographies of electrospun
fibers in terms of the competition among the phase separation, solvent
evaporation, and buckling instability, in order to understand the effects of these
parameters on mechanical properties.
(2) Assessment of the accuracy and feasibility of different experimental techniques
for the measurement of the mechanical properties of a single fiber.
(3) Assessment of the size effects of electrospun single fibers on their stiffness and
strength, in an effort to understand if there exists an emergent behavior of the
nanoscale material that differs from that of the macroscopic bulk material, and
what the possible explanation and mechanisms for such phenomena are.
(4) Construction of micromechanical models to relate the stiffness of single
electrospun fibers and that of their nonwoven fabrics quantitatively in terms of
the fiber network, fiber curvature, intrinsic fiber properties, and fiber-fiber
junction, so that the mechanical performance of the nonwoven fabrics can be
optimized according to these parameters.
1.2 Background
1.2.1 Electrospinning
The basic principle of electrospinning [3-8] is that an electrified jet forms when
the free surface of a highly elastic polymer solution is charged to a high voltage in
the presence of an electric field. The jet undergoes continuous stretching as it
accelerates downfield toward the collector, thinning further at a very high strain
rate (-1000/s) upon the onset of the whipping instability, as shown in Figure 1-1.
The interconnected network of fibers results in a material with high specific surface
area (~100 m2/g) and high porosity (-90%). These electrospun fibers have many
possible structures and morphology, as shown in Figure 1-2, such as flat ribbons,
beads-on-string, and pores on the surface. Compared to metallic fibers, polymeric
fibers often have higher specific strength and modulus because of the low density of
organic materials. They can be then easily modified to improve properties, e.g., by
modifying the fiber surface using chemical or physical vapor deposition. In addition
to the simplest structure of a monolithic fiber, it is feasible to prepare secondary
structures such as a core/shell fiber structure and also nanofibers with hollow
interiors or with porous structures by using a co-axial (two-fluid) electrospinning [7].
Syringe
High
voltage
power
supply Taylor cone
Steady jet
0 I Exposure Time Exposure Time I
CollectorA
Nonwoven fabric
Figure 1-1. Electrospinning setup (modified from [1] and courtesy of Rutledge
group).
Figure 1-2. Possible structures and morphology of electrospun fibers.
1.2.2 Applications
Electrospun fibers can be used in many applications, summarized in Ref. [9].
They can be classified into tissue engineering scaffolds, filtration media, industrial
applications (electronic/optical), nanosensors, military protection clothing,
cosmetic skin masks, and life science applications. Companies such as Donaldson
and Finetex have been using electrospun fibers in their products, such as for air and
liquid filtration. Among all these applications, mechanical integrity is the key to their
practical usage, where our fundamental and systematic study focuses.
The advantages of electrospun fibers is that they can be made very easily and
have higher specific surface area than commercial fibers, which make them a better
choice for highly surface-related applications. However, some disadvantages exist
for electrospun fibers. For example, low productivity is an issue that needed to be
solved for massive production in industry. Many efforts have been done to improve
mass production in several organizations, such as Elmarco s.r.o. (Czech Republic),
Hills Inc. (USA), Kato Tech Co., Ltd. (Japan), Fuence (Japan), MECC Co., Ltd (Japan),
Donaldson Co., Inc. (USA), Finetex Technology (USA), Hirose Paper MFG (Japan),
Japan Vilene (Japan), and Public Organization NEDO (Japan) [10].
1.3 Thesis Overview
This thesis contains seven chapters. Chapter 1 covers my motivation for this
research, a brief introduction to the electrospinning, and an overview about this
thesis. Chapter 2 describes the experimental methods, including the materials used
in this study, the sample preparation, and different instruments and techniques to
characterize properties of these fibers. Contents starting from Chapter 3 to the end
of Chapter 6 are the main story of this thesis: to investigate the mechanical
properties of electrospun fibers as a function of their structures, morphology, and
size, as shown in Figure 1-3.
Mechanical properties of electrospun fibers as a
function of their size, structures, and morphology.
A. Study internal structures and external morphology of
electrospun fibers, and their effect to mechanical properties.
Competition between phase separation, solvent evaporation,
and a bulking instability.
B. Size effects of single electrospun fibers on
stiffness and strength.
Better than bulk material?
Possible explanation? Crystallinity, molecular
orientation, confined structures, surface energy,
C. Relation of stiffness and strength between
single electrospun fibers and their nonwoven.
Fiber network (random, aligned), fiber
curvature, fiber properties, fiber-fiber junction
(friction, bonding),...
Figure 1-3. Overview of objectives.
In Chapter 3, we begin to understand which structures and morphology form
under a given set of conditions through the comparison of three characteristic
times: the drying time, the buckling time and the phase separation time. These
structures and morphology have important consequences for the mechanical
properties of the fibers. In Chapter 4, the critical wave number and wavelength of
wrinkled surface topographies of electrospun fibers observed in-experiments are
analytically and numerically analyzed in terms of important physical parameters of
fibers. In Chapter 5, we study the size effects of single electrospun fibers on their
stiffness and strength. In Chapter 6, two quantitative microstructure-based models
that relate the Young's modulus of the fabrics to that of the fibers are considered,
one assuming straight fibers and the other allowing for sinuous fibers. Finally, in
Chapter 7, we summarize our work and contribution, and provide future direction
for continued work in this field.
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Chapter 2 Experimental Methods
2.1 Materials
Atactic polystyrene (PS, M, = 280 kg/mol, Tg = 100'C), poly(L-Lactide) (PLLA,
inherent viscosity -4.0 dl/g), polyacrylonitrile (PAN, M, = 150 kg/mol), cellulose
acetate (CA, Mn = 50 kg/mol), poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO, My = 2M kg/mol), formic
acid (FA, ACS reagent, 96%), tetrahydrofuran (THF, CHROMASOLV@ Plus, for HPLC,
99.9%), chloroform (CHROMASOLV@ Plus, for HPLC, 99.9%), dimethylformamide
(DMF, ACS reagent, >99.8 %), N,N-Dimethylacetamide (DMAc, CHROMASOLV@ Plus,
for HPLC, 99.9%), 1,1,1,3,3,3-Hexafluoro-2-propanol (HFIP), dichloromethane
(DCM), lithium chloride (LiCl) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich, Inc. Atactic PS
(MW = 2000 kg/mol), polycarbonate (PC, Mw = 60 kg/mol), poly(methyl
methacrylate) (PMMA, MW = 540 kg/mol), Poly(hexamethylene adipamide) (PA 6/6
or Nylon 6/6, Tg = 45'C), poly(trimethyl hexamethylene terephthalamide) (PA 6(3)T
or Nylon 6(3)T, M, = 15 kg/mol, p = 1.12 g/cm 3, Tg = 140'C) were purchased from
Scientific Polymer Product, Inc. Kevlar 29@ and Nomex@ bundles were kindly
provided by DuPont, Wilmington DE. Polypropylene (PP) was provided as a
standard for the U9815A UTM T150 universal tensile testing system by Agilent
Technologies, Santa Clara CA. All materials were used without further purification.
2.2 Sample Preparation
A 30 wt% solution of PS (Mw = 280 kg/mol) and 10 wt% solution of PS (Mw =
2000 kg/mol) were dissolved in DMF under gentle stirring for at least 24 hours at
50'C. PAN was dissolved in DMF to form 9 wt%, 10 wt%, 11 wt%, 12 wt%, 13 wt%
and 14 wt% solutions under gentle stirring for several hours at 60*C. CA (0.9 g) and
PEO (0.015 g) were dissolved together in DMF (14.1 g) at 55'C to form a solution
with 6 wt% CA and 0.1 wt% PEO. PC was dissolved in chloroform to form a 15 wt%
solution at 50'C. Nomex and LiCl were dissolved together in DMAc under sonication
to form a solution with 20 to 25 wt% Nomex and 5 wt% LiCl. All solutions were
cooled down to room temperature before electrospinning. PA 6(3)T was dissolved
in DMF to form 30 wt% and 36 wt% solutions, and in a mixture of DMF:FA with the
weight ratio of 99:1 to form 22 wt%, 28 wt%, and 30 wt% solutions. PLLA was
dissolved in DCM to form a 5 wt% solution. Nylon 6/6 was dissolved in HFIP to form
8 wt% and 10 wt% solutions. PMMA can be dissolved in DMF, DMAc, and THF to
form 10 wt% to 15 wt% solutions. Solutions of PA 6(3)T, PLLA, Nylon 6/6, and
PMMA were prepared at room temperature. In order to provide a uniform electric
field and to eliminate corona discharges, the parallel-plate electrospinning setup
described by Shin et al. [1], was used in our experiments. The flow rate (Q), plate-to-
plate distance (D), and voltage (V), respectively, were: 0.01 ml/min, 34 cm, and 30
kV for the 30 wt% PS solution, and 0.01 ml/min, 34 cm, and 24 kV for the 10 wt% PS
solution. The flow rate, plate-to-plate distance, and voltage, respectively, were:
0.002 to 0.05 ml/min, 33 to 53.5 cm, 30 to 40 kV, varied for the PA 6(3)T solutions;
0.01 to 0.07 ml/min, 35 cm, 28 to 36.5 kV for the PLLA solution; 0.01 to 0.03 ml/min,
30 to 38 cm, 26 to 35 kV for the PAN solutions; 0.05 ml/min, 35 cm, 28 kV for the
CA/PEO solution; 0.02 to 0.05 ml/min, 35 cm, 25 to 28 kV for the Nylon 6/6 solution;
0.005 to 0.1 ml/min, 34 to 55 cm, 10 to 38 kV for the PMMA solutions; 0.01 to 0.08
ml/min, 34 cm, 35 kV for the PC solution; and 0.0001 to 0.002 ml/min, 30 cm, 25 to
38 kV for the Nomex solution. For the electrospinning of the Nomex solution,
because we added salt (LiCI) in the solution, the electrified jet was highly conductive
and the fibers had to be collected by a rotating drum. The applied electric field is Eo
= V/D. The electric current (I) carried by the jet was obtained by measuring the
voltage drop across a 1.0 M resistor between the collector plate and ground with a
digital multimeter (Fluke 85 III) and converting to electric current using Ohm's law
[2].
In each case, we generally collected randomly oriented nonwoven meshes on a
grounded aluminum foil, as well as several single fibers on paper templates. A "Y"
shaped copper wire was used to harvest individual fibers from the electrospinning
process, and these were transferred to paper templates for subsequent mechanical
evaluation. In addition, for later characterization, bundles of aligned fibers were
collected by using two parallel conductive strips to orient the charged fibers with
the electric field lines so that they span the gap between the conductive strips [3].
The weight of each bundle is about 1 mg, and the volume of the bundle is about 5
mm in width, 10 pm in thickness, and 2 cm in length. Before characterization, some
of the samples of single electrospun polymer fibers (with length held fixed when
annealed) and of polymer mats were annealed at -10'C above Tg for 2 hours. The
annealing protocol is sufficiently close to the glass transition temperature of the
polymer and of short duration so that the integrity of the fibers was not
compromised. After the heat treatment, all samples were slowly cooled back to
room temperature before subsequent analysis. To make thin films for measuring the
properties of the bulk material, we can either use polymer pellets to fuse under the
hot press at sufficiently high temperature for certain time (e.g. 260'C and 4 hr for
PA 6(3)T) and cooled back to room temperature, or use polymer solution to cast the
film.
2.3 Characterization
2.3.1 Morphological and Structural Characterization
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (JEOL-6060SEM, JEOL Ltd., Japan) was used
with an acceleration voltage of 5 to 10 kV and 10 to 15 mm working distance for
morphological characterization and determination of fiber diameter. Fiber samples
were sputter-coated with a 3-4 nm layer of gold using a Desk II cold sputter/etch
unit (Denton Vacuum LLC, Moorestown NJ). The orientation and curvature
distribution of fibers within bundles or randomly distributed nonwoven fabrics can
be determined by image analysis of properly taken SEM images. Transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) (JEOL JEM200CX TEM, JEOL Ltd., Japan) was used for
the observation of interior structures. Fibers were embedded in Eponate 12 resin
(Ted Pella, Inc. Redding CA) and cured at 60'C for 16-24 h. The cross-linked resin
was cut into 60 nm slices using a microtome (EM UC6, Leica, Germany) with a
diamond blade (DiATOME) and then deposited onto a 300 mesh Cu grid for
examination by TEM. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) (Nanoscope V with Dimension
3100 D31005-1, Veeco, Plainview NY) was used for high spatial resolution imaging
of surfaces (image mode: x- or y-direction resolution is 2-10 nm, and z-direction
resolution is 0.1 nm ) and also for high sensitivity force (indentation and pulling)
experiments (force mode: the force can be 200 pN or less). Wide-angle X-ray
diffraction (WAXD) (ASSY 610-004378, Molecular Metrology, USA) was used to
measure the degree of crystallinity and the molecular orientation of semi-crystalline
polymers. We used bundles of aligned fibers for the WAXD measurement. The data
were analyzed by POLAR (Stony Brook Technology, Version 2.7.0, USA), a software
for the small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and WAXD image processing.
A Nicolet Nexus Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectrometer with a polarizer
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham MA) was used to measure polarized infrared
spectra in the transmission mode and recorded at a resolution of 2 cm-1 in the range
of wavenumber from 1000 to 4000 cm-1. We used bundles of aligned fibers for the
FT-IR measurement, characterized by their average fiber diameter, not just a single
fiber, due to limitations in sensitivity of the instrument. According to Ref. [4] and [5],
the sample thickness should be from 5 to 15 pm for transmission testing in FTIR. If
the thickness of the sample is too thin, the high transmittance will cause bad
resolution because of the low absorbance. Polarized FTIR was used to determine the
molecular orientation within the bundle. The dichroic ratio D = A/AL, where Ali and
AL are the absorbances measured with the incident beam polarized parallel and
perpendicular to the fiber bundle axis, respectively. The imperfect alignment of
fibers in bundles contributes some inaccuracy to the determination of the dichroic
ratio for individual fibers. In order to minimize this effect, All was measured at three
different angles of the incident beam (-10', 00, 10*); similarly, AL was also measured
at three angles (80', 90', 1000). The dichroic ratio for the fiber bundle was taken to
be the maximum value calculated from the three sets of angles. The overall
molecular orientation [6],2, and the angle between the molecular axis and the fiber
bundle axis, fl, are shown in Figure 2-1 using PA 6(3)T as an example and can be
calculated as:
f 2 = [3cos2Q) -12= ( )I(D+2) (2-1)(2cot 2 a -1)/(2cot 2 a+2)
where oc is selected to be the angle between the molecular axis and the transition
moment of a functional group (e.g. the amide carbonyl group (C=O) for PA 6(3)T).f 2
= 1 represents perfect uniaxial alignment of molecules along the fiber axis, f2 = 0
represents random orientation, and f2 = -1/2 represents molecular alignment
perpendicular to the fiber axis. a can be estimated using the Gaussian@ 03 program
[7] or found in the literature. For example, we use the Gaussian@ 03 program to
estimate c for PA (3)T. First, the geometry optimization of a single chain of PA
6(3)T, represented by a single repeat unit of the chain and periodic boundary
conditions in the molecular axis direction, was performed to locate the
conformational minima on the potential energy surface by using the density
functional theory at the B3LYP level and 6-31G basis set, from which we found x =
76 .
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Figure 2-1. The illustration of molecular orientation of PA 6(3)T.
To understand the fringing effect to my samples in FTIR, originating from the
constructive and destructive interference of the IR beam from these surfaces of the
sample, two references were given by Prof. Gleason [8-9]. First, the FTIR spectrum is
reviewed to see whether obvious fringes in the sample are observed. Also, the
equation given by these two papers are used to check the fringing effect further.
b= (2-2)
2n(v, -v 2 )
where b is the film thickness (-fiber diameter), N is the number of fringes, n is the
reflective index of the sample, and vi and V2 is the start and end point of wave
number to calculate the number of fringes. In our case, the important pattern for PA
6(3)T is between the experimental data in the range of vi = 1585 to v2= 1678 cm-1.
We also know n = 1.5660 for PA 6(3)T, and the fiber diameter we are interested is
from b = 170 nm to 3643 nm. Only N is unknown in Equation (2-2). We used
Equation (2-2) to calculate N, and we found:
Table 2-1. Parameters in Equation (2-2)
d (nm) d (cm) N
170 1.70E-05 0.0050
288 2.88E-05 0.0084
385 3.85E-05 0.0112
407 4.07E-05 0.0119
612 6.12E-05 0.0178
850 8.50E-05 0.0248
1387 1.39E-04 0.0404
1723 1.72E-04 0.0502
2396 2.40E-04 0.0698
3643 3.64E-04 0.1061
N is smaller than 1 for all our samples of PA 6(3)T, which means we cannot
find the fringe in our amide carbonyl peak (C=O) around 1640 cm-1. Also, our
calculated molecular orientation comes from the intensity ratio of the An and A1 .
Therefore, the fringing effect is more likely to be cancelled out and contributes less
if it exists. The conclusion is that it is reasonable for us to believe our results of
molecular orientation without considering the fringing effect.
2.3.2 Mechanical Characterization
A Zwick mechanical tester (Model BTC-EXMACRO.001, Roell, Germany) was used
to measure the Young's moduli and yield strength of the nonwoven mat samples in
uniaxial tension performed at a typical strain rate of 10-3 s-1. The data of local axial
and transverse strain can be obtained by adding dots on the nonwoven fabrics using
a black marker, as shown in Figure 2-2, and then being monitored with a Point Grey
Grasshopper video extensometer to track the positions of the points during the
measurement. These data are then analyzed with the Vic2d software package from
Correlated Solutions to calculate the displacement of points in a pixel based
coordinate system. A U9815A UTM T150 universal tensile testing system (Agilent
Technologies, Santa Clara CA), which is also formerly the Nano Bionix@ universal
tensile testing system (MTS Systems Corp, USA), was used to measure the force
versus elongation behavior of individual electrospun fibers in uniaxial tension at a
strain rate of 10-3 s1 and gauge length of 15 mm. Once the paper template was
mounted on the machine, the edges of the cut-out region of the template, as
indicated by the black dotted line in Figure 2-3(a), were cut to attain the
freestanding single fiber for testing. The schematic stress-strain curve for single
fibers is shown in Figure 2-4, from which we determine the Young's modulus, tensile
strength and elongation to break of individual electrospun fibers. The Young's
modulus is determined by linear regression of the stress-strain data in the range of
strain from the origin to a strain about 0.02. The yield point is determined by
Coplan's construction, as shown in Figure 2-4, also known as the "tangents
technique" [10].
(a) (b)
10 pm"
7 mm 7 mm
Figure 2-2. The nonwoven fabrics (a) before deformation and (b) after deformation
tested by a Zwick mechanical tester with marked dots on it. The insert images are
SEM images of these nonwoven fabrics.
I ber
cut
Figure 2-3. Tensile test configuration: (a) the paper template (shown in gray) for
gripping the fiber with fiber spanning the cut-out region, and (b) the setup for
tensile testing of a single fiber with the paper template (shown in white) secured in
test position and then cut, readying the fiber for testing. Note that the fiber diameter
is artifically enlarged in the images in order to be seen.
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Figure 2-4. Coplan's construction for the determination of yield point [10].
2.3.3 Thermal Characterization
A thermogravimetric analyzer (TGA) (Q50, TA instruments, USA) can be used
to determine the content of residual solvent left in the electrospun fibers. A
(el)
Differential Scanning Calorimeter (DSC) (Q1000 [090001.901, TA instruments, USA]
was used to determine the Tg and Tm of the polymer.
2.3.4 Characterization for Phase Separation
The cloud point is determined by slowly adding nonsolvent into the
polymer/solvent solution until the solution turns turbid. Different concentrations of
polymer solutions (for example, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 wt%) should be prepared
and tested. Note that sometimes local turbidity happens immediately at the
interface of the titrated nonsolvent and the polymer/solvent solution; further
stirring of the solution for several minutes to a few hours is needed in order to
achieve the bulk equilibrium condition. The amount of nonsolvent is continuously
increased and the solution stirred until the transition from a transparent solution to
a turbid solution can be observed at equilibrium. The transition could be apparent
and determined by the naked eye without the aid of a spectrophotometer.
2.3.5 Mat properties
An Autopore IV 9500 mercury penetrometer (Micromeritics, Norcross, GA)
was used to measure the porosity of nonwoven fabrics. The default equation used
by this machine to calculate the porosity is not working well. We modify it and
propose a new equation for the porosity. The equations and the example are listed
in Appendix I. An adjustable Measuring Force Digimatic Micrometer (Model CLM1
.6"QM, Mitutoyo, Japan) was used to measure the thickness of nonwoven fabrics at
force equal to 0.5 N (or pressure equal to 0.177 MPa). Using a normal micrometer to
measure thickness usually over-compresses the sample and underestimates the
thickness, and thus overestimates the Young's modulus. Therefore, it is necessary to
report the thickness of nonwoven fabrics at constant applied pressure during the
measurement.
2.3.6 Computational Aid
Scion image processing software (National Institutes of Health, USA) and
AnalySIS image processing software (Soft Imaging System Corp., USA) were used to
analyze the fiber diameter. For example, after the tensile testing, the undeformed
section of fiber between the copper tape and the epoxy glue, illustrated by dotted
white circles in Figure 2-3(a), is sputter coated with a thin layer of gold for imaging
by SEM, to determine the undeformed fiber diameter. For each SEM image of a
single fiber, measurements were taken at five different positions along the fiber to
ascertain the uniformity of the fiber. Sections from both ends of each fiber from the
white circles in Figure 2-3 were imaged and analyzed; any test in which the ends
differed in diameter by more than 10% was discarded. We assume that the average
fiber diameter measured in this way from several fibers (at least ten fibers)
collected in a single electrospinning experiment is representative of the distribution
of fiber diameters in the randomly oriented nonwoven fabrics of the same
experiment. We can also measure the fiber diameters directly from the SEM of these
nonwoven fabrics.
Void volume fraction inside the fibers can be analyzed with the help of Scion
image processing software. The void volume fraction was determined by two
methods, from the shrinkage of fiber diameter during annealing and from analysis of
TEM images before and after annealing. In the first method, the void volume fraction
f,' was evaluated as f =1-(d / ,a/di,,)where das-span is the average diameter of
the as-spun fibers and dannealed is the average diameter of the fibers after annealing.
This method assumes that the annealed fibers are nonporous, which can be
confirmed by TEM. In the second method for determining void volume fraction,
Scion image processing software is used to set the threshold that can distinguish an
image into objects of interest and background on the basis of gray level for the
cross-sectional TEM image, and then the area of voids within the fiber can be
analyzed. We determine the diameter for each void and the total void volume
fraction within the fiber by performing area fraction measurements and comparing
the total cross-section of voids to that of the fiber. If the voids are sectioned
randomly, this void area fraction measurement should provide a reasonable
estimate of the true void volume fraction. The accuracy of the void volume fraction
from the shrinkage of fiber diameter depends significantly on the standard
deviation of fiber diameters. Smaller standard deviation of fiber diameters, which
means more uniform fiber diameters, permits a more precise estimation of void
volume fraction. Even variations of ±5% in the average of fiber diameter can lead to
almost 10% difference in the porosity estimation. As for the TEM image analysis,
voids smaller than a certain size compared to the fiber diameter will be easily
overlooked due to the resolution and quality of the TEM images. The void volume
fraction from TEM images might represent a lower limit of porosity if the grayscale
threshold of contrast between the matrix and the void is properly executed.
Therefore, both of these analyses yield at best only an approximate estimation of the
actual porosity of the fibers.
Nonlinear finite element analysis (FEA) using the ABAQUS/STANDARD [11] was
used to study buckling patterns numerically and conducted by my collaborator
Lifeng Wang, a post doc in the Boyce Group. The mesh density was varied to ensure
that the solutions obtained for the buckling wave number and wavelength were
sufficiently converged.
We use Matlab (R2008a and R2010b, The Mathworks Inc.) to calculate the
spinodal and binodal curves for ternary phase diagrams and their mass transfer
paths (representative codes are given in Appendix II and Appendix III), and to
calculate the orientation and curvature distribution of nonwoven fabrics using
image analysis (representative codes and the example are given in Appendix IV,
which need further improvement).
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Chapter 3 Morphology of Porous and Wrinkled Electrospun Fibers
3.1 Introduction
It is necessary to understand the process-structure-property relationships of
electrospun polymer fibers in order to study the size effects on their mechanical
properties accurately, because different morphologies and structures of the fiber
resulting from varied processing parameters of electrospinning have a significant
effect on their properties. Before a comprehensive understanding of the size effect
of mechanical properties can be achieved, processing must be controlled in order to
eliminate morphological variations that may accompany efforts to produce fibers
with different diameters, and the reproducible formation of the desired structures
confirmed.
It is well known [1] that under certain conditions fibers produced by wet or dry
spinning techniques can exhibit some porosity. For example, fibers produced by dry
spinning typically have a larger internal volume fraction of porosity than those
produced by melt spinning. The reason is that melt spinning does not involve a
dramatic change in the volume fraction of polymer, while in dry spinning the effect
of solvent-polymer interaction and rate of solvent removal need to be considered.
Porous surface morphologies [2-6] have been observed in fibers electrospun
from solution in a low boiling point solvent; this surface porosity can be varied by
controlling the relative humidity (RH) of the environment and the molecular weight
of the polymer [2]. Kyu and coworkers [7-9] studied the temporal evolution of the
fiber morphology theoretically, in the framework of the Cahn-Hilliard phase field
approach and the Flory-Huggins free energy of mixing. Their work captures the
basic features by which the fiber morphology in a polymer-solvent system
undergoing solvent evaporation depends on the competition between the dynamics
of phase separation and the rate of solvent evaporation. Their simulations predicted
morphologies that ranged from smooth hollow fibers to fibers with a smooth
surface and porous core, to fibers with porous morphologies both at the fiber
surface and in the core [9]. The process variables that affect the final fiber
morphologies include: initial polymer concentration, the rate of solvent evaporation
relative to that of phase separation, and temperature. As the polymer concentration
of the jet falls into the unstable two-phase region, a slower rate of solvent
evaporation relative to that of phase separation, together with a low temperature,
promote the formation of a porous morphology within the fibers.
Experimental confirmation of electrospun fibers exhibiting a smooth fiber
surface and porous interior has not been reported, because such morphologies are
easy to overlook by conventional SEM analysis of the fibers, yet will dramatically
affect any attempt to rationalize fiber properties. They may be more prevalent than
is commonly thought. For these reasons, it is important to understand the
conditions under which such morphologies may arise, and how they may be
recognized. We studied electrospun fibers formed from solutions of amorphous
atactic polystyrene (PS), as well as polyacrylonitrile (PAN), poly(methyl
methacrylate) (PMMA), and Cellulose Acetate (CA), dissolved in a commonly used
solvent, dimethylformamide (DMF). Remarkably, we found that fibers with a
smooth surface and porous interiors, rather than a homogeneous consolidated solid
structure, are readily obtained when the system is electrospun in a very humid
environment.
3.2 Results and Discussion
3.2.1 Observations of Exterior Fiber Structure Before and After Annealing
A 30 wt% solution of PS (Mw = 280 kg/mol) dissolved in DMF was electrospun
in air at 29% relative humidity and room temperature. As shown in Figure 3-1(a),
the as-spun PS fibers have a smooth surface and cylindrical shape. The SEM image
shows that the average fiber diameter is 3.52 ± 0.2 ptm. After annealing, the
morphology shown in Figure 3-1(b) is qualitatively similar to that of the as-spun
fibers, but the average fiber diameter is 2.46 ± 0.2 ptm, significantly smaller than for
the as-spun fibers.
Relative humidity in the environment during fiber spinning affects not only the
occurrence of a liquid-liquid phase separation into polymer-rich and polymer-poor
regions [2-6] but also the rate of solidification of polymer from either the single
phase or polymer-rich regions [11]. The solidification rate of PS fibers electrospun
from DMF is faster at high relative humidity because the water absorbing from the
air into the jet acts as a nonsolvent for PS. SEM images of as-spun fibers electrospun
from 30 wt% PS/DMF solutions under relative humidity ranging from 11 to 43% are
shown in Figure 3-2(a). The fibers electrospun at greater than 24% relative
humidity have smooth surfaces. Below 24% relative humidity, the smooth surface is
replaced by a wrinkled surface, and the fiber diameter tends to be smaller. Table 3-1
lists the average diameters for as-spun fibers obtained at different relative
humidities. Below 15% relative humidity, solidification is delayed and the jet
undergoes further thinning, and eventually capillary instability sets in, resulting in
the beads-on-string fiber morphology; both beads and strings exhibit a wrinkled or
collapsed surface morphology. The fiber diameter for beads-on-string structures is
hard to estimate, particularly for the fiber obtained at 15% relative humidity, near
the transition from uniform wrinkled fibers to beads-on-string structures. The
average diameter listed in Table 3-1 merely shows the diameter for strings, not
including the beads.
Ja) as-spun fib s (b) anneale
Figure 3-1. SEM images of fibers electrospun from a 30 wt% PS/DMF solution at
29% relative humidity: (a) as-spun fibers and (b) annealed fibers (scale bar: 5 p1m).
Figure 3-2(b) shows SEM images of the same PS fibers as Figure 3-2(a),
electrospun from 30 wt% PS/DMF solutions under relative humidity ranging from
11 to 43%, after annealing. It shows the alleviation of the wrinkled surface and the
shrinkage of fiber diameters when compared with as-spun fibers. This phenomenon
indicates that the elimination of wrinkles might be a surface effect.
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Figure 3-2. SEM images of (a) as-spun fibers and (b) annealed fibers electrospun
from a 30 wt% PS/DMF solution under different relative humidity. The insert
images are cross-sectional TEM images.
Table 3-1. Diameters of PS Single Fibers
void volume void volume
wt% RH (%) Diameter of as-spun Diameter of fraction (from fraction (fromfibers ([tm) annealed fibers (jim) the shrinkage of analysis of
fiber diameter) TEM)
43 3.93 (± 0.42) 2.77 (± 0.41) 0.504 0.293
37 3.57 (±0.32) 2.54 (±0.29) 0.494 0.282
29 3.52 (±0.22) 2.46 (±0.20) 0.512 0.313
24 4.09 (±0.30) 2.99 (±0.12) 0.463 0.286
22 2.96(a) 2.80(a)
15 2.51(a)(b) 1.80(a(b)
11 0.90 (± 0.08)(a(b) 0.94 (±0.19)(a)(b) -
C 35 2.06 ( ±0.54)(a) 1.69 (±0.25)(a) 0.328 0.211
24 1.17 (±0.19)(a) 1.08 (±0.17)(a 0.147 0.111
The parenthesis corresponds to one standard deviation. (a) Fibers with
wrinkled surface. (b) Fibers exhibit beads-on-string morphology.
(b)-3)2-9% R II
(b-5) 22% RI H
(b- 7) 11%)/ R I I
The origin of wrinkles is likely due to buckling of a cylindrical polymer shell
under compressive hoop stresses, arising from removal of solvent from the core of
the jet, and/or a lateral contraction effect from the axial tensile stresses, arising
from the continuous stretching of the jet. Annealing permits the fibers to reduce
their surface energy by smoothing out the wrinkles and, as shown later, also
influences the internal morphology.
3.2.2 Mechanical Property Evaluation
Figure 3-3 shows the engineering stress-strain curves for single PS fibers
obtained under uniaxial tension. Each curve is averaged over fifteen fibers. Both as-
spun and annealed single PS fibers exhibited brittle failure around 2% elongation.
However, the average modulus and ultimate tensile strength were observed to be
higher for the annealed fibers. The average modulus and ultimate tensile strength
are 1.24 GPa and 17 MPa for as-spun fibers, and 3.57 GPa and 49 MPa for annealed
fibers. For purposes of comparison, a cast PS film of thickness 74.4 (± 4.2) pm
exhibited average modulus and ultimate tensile strength of 3.63 GPa and 43 MPa
after annealing. Literature values for Young's modulus and ultimate tensile strength
for bulk PS are around 3.0 to 3.6 GPa and 40 to 60 MPa, respectively [12-13]. Thus,
both the annealed fibers and the film exhibit mechanical properties comparable to
bulk PS. One possible speculation for the inferior mechanical performance of as-
spun single fibers is that some residual solvent was retained in the as-spun fibers,
due to the high boiling point (153'C) of DMF. However, thermogravimetric analysis
results (not shown) indicated less than 5 % weight loss around the boiling point of
DMF, for electrospun mats stored at room temperature for 24 hours prior to the
testing. Such a low level of residual DMF would not account for the poorer
mechanical properties of the as-spun fibers. An alternative explanation is that the
fibers differ in their internal morphologies; this possibility is confirmed by cross-
sectional TEM images and examined in the next section.
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Figure 3-3. Engineering stress-strain curves for single fibers electrospun from a 30
wt% PS/DMF solution at 29% relative humidity. Each datum is averaged over 15
fibers, and error bars correspond to one standard deviation.
3.2.3 Observation of Interior Fiber Structure
Figure 3-4(a) shows a cross-sectional TEM image of as-spun PS fibers. The TEM
image clearly reveals the presence of large voids within the interior of the fiber. The
void volume fraction obtained from image analysis is about 30%; the voids range in
diameter from 10 to 300 nm. Analysis of images of numerous fibers indicates that
whereas the void volume fraction is relatively constant, the void sizes can vary
dramatically from fiber to fiber. Voids of diameters as large as 700 nm were
observed in fibers of diameter 3.52 ptm. The presence of voids would lower the
elastic modulus and strength of the fiber and would serve as points of stress
concentration during tensile testing. By contrast, no obviously visible voids are
observed in the annealed PS fibers. Note that annealing fibers at a temperature
above Tg resulted in a smooth surface and a consolidated interior; in contrast,
annealing fibers at 65'C under vacuum for 24 hours does not eliminate the interior
porous structure, as shown in Figure 3-4(b). Therefore, careful annealing of the
fibers at a temperature just slightly above the glass transition temperature seems to
be an effective way to achieve interior solid structure.
Figure 3-4. (a) The cross-sectional TEM image of as-spun fibers electrospun from a
30 wt% PS/DMF solution at 29% relative humidity and (b) those fibers followed by
annealing at 65'C under vacuum for a day (scale bar: 500 nm).
3.2.4 Rationalization of Interior and Exterior Structure in terms of Models
The formation of surface pores has been attributed on different occasions to
phase separation [2-6] and to "breath figures" resulting from water condensation on
the surface of the liquid jet [2-3, 14-16]. Rabolt and coworkers demonstrated that
porous surface features on fibers electrospun from low boiling point solvent can be
varied by controlling the relative humidity of the surrounding air and the molecular
weight of the polymer [2-3]. The dependence of pore size on polymer molecular
weight suggests that phase separation is the governing mechanism in this case. A
liquid-liquid phase separation occurs via spinodal decomposition and/or nucleation
and growth. The polymer-rich phase solidifies and the solvent-rich phase leads
ultimately to the formation of pores. During electrospinning, the most relevant
phase separation processes are thermally induced phase separation (TIPS),
attributed to the rapid evaporation of solvent that lowers the temperature on the
fiber surface, and vapor induced phase separation (VIPS) associated with water
vapor in the surrounding air that acts as the nonsolvent. In our PS/DMF system,
most fibers electrospun from the high boiling point DMF were without surface
pores. This finding indicates that TIPS and breath figures are not contributing
mechanisms in our case because the evaporation of DMF is slow compared to a low
boiling solvent such as tetrahydrofuran (THF); it is unlikely that one can decrease
the temperature on the fiber surface to a value low enough either to bring about
TIPS or to condense water. In the PS/DMF system, VIPS may be responsible for the
production of porous structures within the fibers. Given the miscibility of water
with DMF, the water from the humid environment may be absorbed into the jet and
play a role as nonsolvent for PS; VIPS then precedes solidification due to the slow
evaporation rate of DMF. To understand this behavior, one needs to consider a
ternary composition of H20/DMF/PS in the jet. A ternary phase diagram for
H20/DMF/PS was constructed in this study based on the Flory-Huggins theory [17].
The mass transfer of the three components during the fiber formation was then
calculated for representative operating conditions, and the resulting mass transfer
paths were superposed onto the ternary phase diagram [18-20].
For a ternary mixture, the Gibbs free energy of mixing can be expressed as:
AGM =i lnpi+n 2 1n( 2 +n 3  3 +g9122i?2 +g913 3)3+g23 ( 3n23 
-RT(3)
Subscripts 1, 2, 3 refer to nonsolvent (H20), solvent (DMF), and polymer (PS). R is
the gas constant and T is the absolute temperature; ni and pi are the number of
moles and the volume fraction of component i; gi; is the concentration-dependent
interaction parameter between component i and j. g1z is expressed as a function of
U2, where U2 = cp2/(cp2+ cp), and g13 and g23 are both functions of cp3.
The chemical potential of component i is given by pi, and A p is the chemical
potential difference between component i and its pure liquid state at the same
temperature [17], where AA = an . The chemical potential difference
RT ani n~
for each component can be expressed as:
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The binodal curve can be calculated from the equality of the chemical
potential between the polymer-rich (A) and polymer-lean (B) phases.
Ap, -=APi,B (i = 1, 2, 3) (3-5)
The spinodal curve can be calculated from the following equation [21]:
(3-6)
where Gj = 2eAGM vf, AGM is the Gibbs free energy of mixing per unit volume,
and vr is the molar volume of the reference component, which is component 1 in
this study.
An expression for gz for the water/DMF system was reported by Altena et al.
[22]:
g12(u2 ) = 0.50 +0.04u 2 +O.8u22 -1.20u 23 +0.8u 24 (3-7)
Following the studies of Matsuyama et al. and Yip et al., we assumed constant values
for g13 and g23 in our work [19-20]. The solvent-polymer interaction parameter g23
for DMF/PS can be roughly estimated by [23]:
g23 = 0.34+ v2(2 32(3-8)RT
where 3, is the solubility parameter for component i (SF = 24. 2 and d5s
= 22.49 (MPa)1/ 2) [23-24]. The calculated value of 923 = 0.506 is similar to the
experimental data (23 = 0.497) from Wolf et al. [25]. The latter was used here. The
nonsolvent-polymer interaction parameter 913 is generally estimated from the
Au3
RT
(3-4)
G22G33 = (G23 )2
swelling experiment; however, no experimental data for an H20/PS system could be
found in the literature. Therefore, g13 was treated as a fitting parameter in our study.
It was found that the calculated binodal curve fits the cloud point curve well by
setting g13 = 2.2, as shown in Figure 3-5. The parameters used to construct the
ternary phase diagram for H20/DMF/PS system are listed in Table 3-2.
To determine mass transfer pathways, radial diffusion within a fiber with
negligible end effects was modeled; the geometry for the system is shown in Figure
3-6. The diffusion equations are:
a, arD a1 + rD12 V 92 (3-9)
at r ar ar V2 ar
ar2 2 ia01 + rD22at rar V ar r!ar '
where Di; is the appropriate phenomenological diffusion coefficient; r is the radial
direction in cylindrical coordinates; Vi is the partial specific volume of component i
in the fiber. Because cp2 is much smaller than P2, the quasi-binary system was
substituted for Equation (3-10), giving:
a 2  rD2 (02 (3-10')
at r ar 0r
where D2 is the mutual diffusion coefficient of the solvent in the binary system.
Initial conditions and boundary conditions for Equations (3-9) and (3-10') are:
t = 0 eo = e910, e92 =(P20 (3-11)
r = 0 aCi a 2 -0 (3-12)
ar ar
r = R(t) -D --9 D a(02 = kV(p
ar 1 2 2ar (3-13)
D2a2 k2M 2(P2g-P )ar
(a)
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Figure 3-5. (a) Ternary phase diagram for the three component system, and (b) the
enlarged region of the red window in (a). Experimental data: (red star symbol:
before observed cloud point, and blue star symbol: after observed cloud point).
Theoretical binodal (solid gray curve) and spinodal (dotted curve). Theoretical mass
transfer paths for 30 wt% PS/DMF solutions (m: 10%, 0: 20%, A: 30%, V: 40%,
and *: 50% relative humidity). Each data point represents an interval of 0.05
second.
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Table 3-2. Parameters Used to Construct the Ternary Phase Diagram
v1 (cm 3/mol) 18.0
V2 (cm 3/mol) 77.4
V3 (cm 3/mol) 266667
g13 2.2
g23 0.497
r = Ro
r -- f(t)-
r=Or
Figure 3-6. Geometry for the mass transfer calculation.
The subscript 0 refers to the initial condition. R(t) is the fiber radius at time t; ki is
the gas-side mass transfer coefficient of component i; pig is the mass density of
component i in the gas phase. Superscripts i and inf refer to the air-fiber interface
and in the bulk gas phase. Because this is a moving boundary problem, q was
defined here to simplify the problem and facilitate the calculation by finite
differences:
r
r7 r (3-14)
R(t)
Also, due to the difficulties of direct stability analysis [18], diffusion
coefficients were assumed to be independent of q. In this form, the diffusion
equations, initial conditions and boundary conditions are:
8 _ _ r7 dR(t) a9 D+ 8 D12 Vi 9 2 + D, 82p D12 V 2 (3-15)
at ) R(t) dt aq 7R(t)2 aq rR(t)2 V2 aq R(t)2 ar2  R(t) 2 q2
a(2  r jdR(t)a 92  D2 a92 + D2 a292 (3-16)
at ), R(t) dt a7 r7R(t)2 a7  R(t)2 a12
t = 0 (1 = 1, o21 =920 (3-17)
77 = 0 a - a --0 (3-18)a/ aq
77 = 1 -D11 a(i -D 1 2 L82 = kR(t)V(pg - p("|}
a 77 12 V a17 1 9(3-19)
- D2 a(D2 = k2R(t)V2(Pig - pi" )
1/2
R(t) =0 (3-20)
J 2;rryP3d7)
The equations for determining the diffusion coefficients and mass transfer
coefficients are listed in the Appendix V. Finite differences for one dimensional and
time dependent partial differential Equations (3-15) and (3-16) were performed
using Matlab (R2008a, The Mathworks Inc., USA), and the Matlab codes are listed in
the Appendix II and Appendix III. All the parameters used for the mass transfer
calculation are listed in Table 3-3.
Figure 3-5 shows the calculated ternary phase diagram for our system and the
mass transfer paths for 30 wt% PS/DMF solutions jetted under conditions of
different relative humidity. Once the water was transported into the system, phase
separation occurred almost instantly (within 1 second) for high relative humidity,
ranging from 30% (0.57 second) to 50% (0.18 second). It is apparent from Figure 3-
5 that, at low relative humidity (10% and 20%), it was relatively hard to induce
phase separation. Note that DMF is a very common solvent used to dissolve various
polymers for use in electrospinning; therefore, it is perhaps not surprising that
several authors have noted the sensitivity of fiber formation to the relative humidity
of the surrounding air [26-27]. The possible porous structure within as-spun fibers
can be the result of water vapor in the environment acting as nonsolvent. In order to
obtain homogeneous solid fibers, careful consideration should be paid to the proper
selection of solvent, the environmental factors, and the need of post-spinning heat
treatment.
The insert TEM images in Figure 3-2(a) show cross sections of as-spun fibers
electrospun from a 30 wt% PS/DMF solution at different relative humidities.
Obvious porous structures within the fiber were observed for fibers electrospun
from high relative humidity ranging from 24 to 43%. For as-spun fibers obtained at
low relatively humidity, having wrinkled or collapsed structures, only a few, small
voids were observed in Figure 3-2(a-5) through (a-7). Note that the larger cross
section of the fiber in Figure 3-2(a-6) and (a-7) corresponds to the beads, and the
smaller cross sections correspond to the strings.
Table 3-3. Parameters Used in Mass Transfer Calculation
w1o
w20
w30
p1 (g/cm 3)
P2 (g/cm 3)
P3 (g/cm 3)
Vi (cm 3/g)
V2 (cm 3/g)
V3 (cm 3/g)
V2* (cm 3/g)
V3* (cm 3/g)
Vig (cm 3/g)
V2g (cm 3/g)
10-20
0.7
0.3
1.00
0.94
1.05
1.00
1.06
0.95
0.926
0.850
1358
335
Mi (g/mol)
M2 (g/mol)
M3 (g/mol)
K22/y(cm 3/g/K)
K32-Tg2 (K)
K23/y(cm 3/g/K)
K33-Tg23(K)
P10 (atm)
P20 (atm)
Pt (atm)
pig if" (g/cm3 )
pA ' (g/cm 3)
Dc (cm)
(a) p 1 nf = 2.715 x10 5
18
73.09
280000
9.76x10-4
-43.8
5.82x10-4
-327
0.0313
4.79x10-3
1
Humidity(a)
10-20
10x10-4
x (RH) g/cm3
R (erg/mol/K)
T (K)
NA
Ro (cm)
S(-)
D20 (cm 2/s)
D12(<pi=1)
(cm2/s)
Dig (cm 2/s)
D2g (cm 2/s)
pg (g/cm/s)
pg (g/cm 3)
Tid (-
T2d (-)
8.314x10 7
300
6.022x10 23
5x10-4
0.47
8.48x10-4
1.12x10-5
0.267
0.023
1.85x10-4
1.18x10-3
0.413
-1.65
Our calculated results for the ternary phase diagram and the mass transfer path
predict the occurrence of phase separation within the fibers for different relative
humidities in this experiment. The insert TEM images in Figure 3-2(b) show the
elimination of interior voids within the annealed PS fibers. Both are probably driven
by the thermodynamic tendency to eliminate high energy surfaces. It is interesting
to observe that the void volume fraction is far less for the slightly collapsed fiber
with wrinkled surface and severely collapsed fiber with ribbon-like morphology
than those circular and smooth fibers. In order to understand this phenomenon, the
reason why these wrinkled and collapsed fiber structures were formed should also
be understood; this is discussed next.
3.2.5 Fiber Morphological Evolution
Khoombungse et al. [28] have reported that electrospun fibers with typical
diameters larger than 1 ptm can adopt a variety of cross-sectional shapes, including
flat ribbons and wrinkled surfaces. They postulated that the thin skin layer initially
formed on polymer fibers as the solvent evaporates tends to collapse under
atmospheric pressure. This is a well-known buckling instability [29-30]. Pauchard et
al. [31-33] have also observed such a phenomenon for evaporation of solvent from a
sessile drop of polymer solution. Once the buckling instability occurs, complex
spatial and temporal evolutions lead to unexpected collapsed shapes of the drops,
which are qualitatively similar to the collapsed electrospun fiber, in particular, the
beads. The key to understanding this buckling instability is the formation of a glassy
skin on the drop (or fiber) surface. In their analysis, Pauchard et al. [31] identified
two characteristic times, the drying time tD and the buckling time tB, and give an
order of magnitude description of both:
V R
tD P (3-21)SoWE0 2WEO
tB = D2 ((pg ~ Po)2 (3-22)
WE2
where Vo is the initial volume; So is the initial vapor/drop surface area; Ro is the
initial radius of the fiber; WEo is the initial evaporation rate; D2 is the mutual
diffusion coefficient for the solvent-polymer system; 9,p is the polymer volume
fraction at the drop surface undergoing vitrification; and Ppo is the polymer volume
fraction in the core of the drop. According to Pauchard et al., if tB is smaller than tD,
the buckling instability may be observed. The general idea of these two
characteristic times, tB and tD, can be used here to predict the trend whether the
fibers will collapse or not under certain conditions, for instance, different
evaporation rates or solidification rates, polymer concentrations, or molecular
weights of the polymer.
Figure 3-7 shows the proposed fiber cross sections for morphological
evolution of the structures. These can be classified into two groups: one without
phase separation (in which the polymer solidifies into a surface skin layer), and the
other with phase separation (within the fibers, leading to a porous network
interior). For the first four morphologies in Figure 3-7(a) through (d), no phase
separation occurs. For example, PS/DMF solutions electrospun at extremely low
relative humidity experience little absorption of water from the vapor into the
system, so that liquid-liquid phase separation from VIPS is unimportant. Another
example is from the work done by Rabolt and coworkers [2-3]. In their PS/THF
system, all of the fibers have a collapsed ribbon-like shape because the evaporation
of THF precedes the diffusion of water from the vapor into the fiber. Therefore, only
the characteristic times of tB and the drying time tD should be considered here. If tB
is larger than tD, the morphology should resemble that shown in Figure 3-7(a). If tB
is smaller than tD, the morphology should resemble that shown in Figure 3-7(d). If tB
is comparable to tD, the morphology falls between Figure 3-7(b) and (c). The
difference between (b), (c) and (d) depends on the mode number of the dominant
buckling instability around the fiber circumference [30].
(a) (b) (C (d)
(e)f ( (h)
Figure 3-7. Proposed fiber cross sections for morphology evolution. Two groups:
one without phase separation, from (a) through (d); and the other with phase
separation, from (e) through (h).
The determination of the dominant mode number depends on the skin thickness
and Young's modulus as well as the Young's modulus of the internal core and the
radius of the fiber; the skin thickness in turn depends on how much skin forms prior
to buckling and is related to the ratio tB/tD. Many factors influence the magnitudes of
tB and tD. Generally, larger fibers tend to collapse due to the longer drying time that
accompanies the reduced surface area for evaporation of solvent; polymer solution
made from higher molecular weight polymer tends to collapse due to the shorter
buckling time that results from a smaller mutual diffusion coefficient; and polymer
solution of larger concentration tends to collapse due to the smaller difference
between the polymer concentration at the fiber surface and in the core of the fiber.
However, in our PS/DMF system, the fiber morphology evolution is closer to
those shown in Figures 3-8(e) through (h). As mentioned before, water vapor acts
like a nonsolvent for PS and it is miscible with DMF. Here, the phase separation rate
is faster than the evaporation rate of the high boiling DMF, and it helps to alleviate
the occurrence of buckling, especially when electrospinning is performed under a
very humid environment. With the uptake of water from the vapor as a nonsolvent
for the polymer, the thin skin formed on the fiber surface does not collapse as easily
as the one without the phase separation. Therefore, besides the characteristic times
for tB and tD, another characteristic time should be considered here, which is the
characteristic time for phase separation, tPs. For that reason, by controlling the
nature of the operating environment, such as the relative humidity, and the fluid
properties, such as polymer-solvent interaction, combined with the concentration of
polymer and the molecular weight of polymer, the morphology can be manipulated
between Figures 3-7(e) through (h). Note that the void volume fraction and void
size differ with different levels of the collapse. The maximum void volume fraction
that can be sustained inside the fiber should be a function of the material stiffness.
Table 3-4 shows rough estimates of the time for phase separation (based on the
time to reach the intersection of the operating pathway and the binodal in Figure 8),
the drying time (from Equation (3-21)), and the buckling time (from Equation (3-
22)) in our system. Ro was roughly estimated to be 5 ptm, derived from the observed
as-spun fiber diameter and the original concentration of polymer in solution. Note
the value of cppg was unknown and had to be assumed here; the buckling time varies
significantly with changes of cppB. A value for qopg of 0.78 performs reasonably well to
describe our observations, but further investigation should be done in the future.
Table 3-4. Comparison for Different Time Scale
RH WEO Time for phase Drying time from Bucking time from
(%) (m/s) separation, tps (s) Equation (3-21), tD (s) Equation (3-22), tB (s)
10 3.228 N/A 0.774 0.490
20 3.016 N/A 0.829 0.561
30 2.774 0.57 0.901 0.663
40 2.510 0.28 0.996 0.810
50 2.227 0.18 1.123 1.029
* D2 (2 x 0-7 Cm2/S), WEo, and tPs were obtained from the mass transfer calculation.
The competition among the phase separation (tps), the solvent evaporation (tD),
and a buckling instability (tB) is shown in Figure 3-8. The ratio of three
characteristic times was plotted as the transverse axle (tD/tB), the vertical axle
(tps/tB), and the diagonal (tps/tD), which separate the diagram in Figure 3-8 into four
regions. Each region represents a topography and structure of the fiber and is
bounded by two conditions. For example, the smooth, solid fiber can be achieved if
tPs/tD> 1 and tD/tB <1. In our calculation listed in Table 3-4, tps/tB< 1 and tps/tD< 1
indicates the smooth appearance of fibers electrospun from high relative humidity
(from 30 to 50%) because phase separation precedes buckling instability, giving
rise to an interior pore network that prevents buckling. For tPs/tB> 1 and tPs/tD> 1,
the competition between buckling and drying dominates the resulting morphology.
Under these circumstances, tD/tB> 1 (applicable to all the cases observed in this
work) indicates the formation of a wrinkled surface, consistent with the observed
morphology of fibers electrospun from low relative humidity (10% and 20%),
because the buckling instability precedes both phase separation and solvent drying.
The time scales for the phase separation, solvent drying, and buckling instability in
our system are very similar and fall between 0.18 to 1.12 seconds for these three
characteristic times, as listed in Table 3-4.
Figure 3-8. The competition among the phase separation, the solvent evaporation,
and a buckling instability.
In order to demonstrate further the occurrence of buckling instability, a 10 wt%
solution of higher molecular weight PS (Mw = 2000 kg/mol) dissolved in DMF was
electrospun at room temperature and at both 35% and 24% relative humidity. SEM
images in Figure 3-9 show the surface wrinkled morphology of as-spun and
annealed fibers. Compared with the fibers shown in Figure 3-2 obtained at the same
relative humidities, the collapsed structures are apparently obtained more readily
for the fibers made from the polymer with high molecular weight. This accords with
Equation (3-22). Since D2 decreases with increasing molecular weight, tB is shorter
and the buckling instability is favored. Figure 3-9 also shows TEM cross section
images of as-spun and annealed fibers. Porous structures within the fiber were
observed, but with less void volume fraction for the as-spun fiber due to the
collapsed structures.
(a)A-spu, 35 RII (b).As-spun, 24%'RiI
Figure 3-9. SEM images of as-spun fibers electrospun from a 10 wt% PS/DMF
solution under (a) 35% and (b) 24% relative humidity, and annealed ones from (c)
35% and (d) 24% relative humidity (scale bar: 5 pm). The insert images are cross-
sectional TEM images.
3.2.6 Other Polymer System: PAN/DMF.
Polyacrylonitrile (PAN, Mw=150 kg/mol) is a semicrystalline polymer with a
glass transition temperature around 125'C. It is commonly used as a precursor for
making carbon fibers [34]. Electrospun PAN fibers are usually processed from DMF
solutions [34-40]. We electrospun PAN fibers from solutions of 9 ~ 14 wt% polymer
in DMF, as shown in Figure 3-10. The average diameter of these fibers from different
polymer concentrations ranges from 0.60 im to 1.86 pm. As evidence for the
generality of these phenomena mentioned above, we report qualitatively similar
behavior for the PAN/DMF system, especially for fibers electrospun from a 14 wt%
PAN/DMF solution.
Figure 3-10. SEM images of randomly distributed as-spun nonwoven fabrics and
aligned as-spun mats (the fibers were first electrospun into water and then collected
on a rotating drum) electrospun from 9-14 wt% PAN/DMF solution.
As shown in Figure 3-11, processing at the higher relative humidity (or lower
polymer concentration) produces smooth fibers, whose diameters decrease upon
annealing. At the lower relative humidity and higher polymer concentration,
wrinkled fibers are found, indicative of the buckling instability. These trends are
consistent with those observed for the PS/DMF system. In this case, the void sizes
in the porous fibers are smaller than in the PS/DMF system and harder to quantify,
and changes in properties upon annealing are further complicated by the
semicrystalline nature of PAN. According to the TEM image analysis, the void
volume fraction is around 0.4, and the void diameter is about 20 nm for as-spun
fibers electrospun from a 14 wt% PAN/DMF solution under 46% relative humidity,
as shown in Figure 3-11(a). With the heat treatment to those fibers at 135*C for 2
hours, the annealed fibers shrank and had a smaller fraction of voids, as shown in
Figure 3-11 (c). As shown in Figures 3-11(b) and (d), the PAN fibers electrospun
from 14 wt% PAN/DMF at lower relative humidity (31%) exhibited in an interesting
wrinkled shape. However, in Figure 3-12, fibers electrospun from lower polymer
concentration, a 11 wt% PAN/DMF solution under 31% relative humidity did not
collapse. This phenomenon can be explained by the competition among the phase
separation, the fiber solidification, and a buckling instability, as discussed easlier.
Note that porous structures can exist within small fibers with the diameter less than
1 ptm, as shown in Figure 3-12. We can demonstrate porous fibers electrospun from
DMF in other polymer systems, such as PMMA and CA, as shown in Figure 3-13.
Figure 3-11. Cross-sectional TEM images of as-spun fibers electrospun from a 14
wt% PAN/DMF solution under (a) 46% and (b) 31% relative humidity, and
annealed ones from (c) 46% and (d) 31% relative humidity.
Figure 3-12. The cross-sectional TEM image of as-spun fibers electrospun from (a) a
9% PAN/DMF and (b) a 11 wt% PAN/DMF solution under 31% relative humidity.
Figure 3-13. Other polymer systems producing porous fibers electrospun from DMF:
PMMA and CA.
3.2.7 Explanation for Mechanical Behavior of Fibers with Voids
Three different theoretical models [41-48]: Mori-Tanaka, 2D honeycomb, and 3D
open cell, are used here to understand the variation of the modulus of the single
fiber with the void volume fraction. Mori-Tanaka theory [41-45] is a
micromechanical model for the composite fiber, in which the glassy polymer is the
matrix and the random voids comprise the dispersed phase. This model has been
used by Benveniste [42] to describe the porosity dependence of the elastic modulus:
E = 2I 4 x +( 2 p)I2x 012x. (3-23)
3
p=p(1-f)/ 1+6f ric9+ 2p (3-24)
(9KC +8p,
K=4(1- f)/ -+ f. (3-25)
pi = 0  (3-26)2(1+v)
i = .- (3-27)3(1 - 2u)
where E is the Young's modulus of the porous fiber, I2' and 14' are the second and
fourth order identity tensors, p and K are the effective elastic shear and bulk moduli,
pi and Ki are functions of the local matrix elastic shear and bulk moduli, and f is the
void volume fraction. Eo is the modulus of the solid fiber without any voids, and v is
Poisson's ratio, which is assumed to be 0.3 for glassy polymers in general. Although
Mori-Tanaka theory has been developed for lower void volume fractions, it can be
utilized for materials with void volume fractions up to 50% [45].
The 2D honeycomb and 3D open cell models are structural models [46-48],
developed for foams and cellular materials, based on the analysis of approximate
geometries of unit cells. The modulus of the 2D honeycomb with the hexagonal unit
cell is:
E = 2.3EO (1- f). (3-28)
2
The modulus of the 3D open cell model with the cubic unit cell is given by
Gibson and Ashby [48] as:
E= Eo(1- f) 2. (3-29)
The 2D honeycomb and 3D open cell models were derived assuming high porosity.
The 2D honeycomb can give good prediction for void volume fractions above 70%
but is unrealistic for void volume fractions less than 20%. The 3D open cell model
can give good prediction with porosities in the range of 10 to 90% [47].
For all three different theoretical models, we assumed Eo to be 3.63 GPa, based
on the value of the cast, annealed PS film. The relationship between f and E can be
established according to Equations (3-23) through (3-29). Figure 3-14 compares the
predictions of the three theoretical models with the data of as-spun and annealed PS
fibers; the fiber moduli have been normalized by Eo = 3.63 GPa, based on the value
obtained for the cast, annealed PS film. Those solid symbols located on the left hand
side of the figure represent the data points of annealed fibers. Note that the
assumption of no voids (void volume fraction = 0) is made here for annealed fibers;
a few microvoids might still be present. Those symbols located in the middle part of
the figure represent the data for as-spun fibers. The solid symbols and open symbols
represent void volume fraction calculated from the shrinkage of fiber diameter, and
from analysis of TEM image, respectively. For fibers electrospun from a 30 wt%
PS/DMF solution under 29% relative humidity, the void volume fraction calculated
from the shrinkage of fiber diameter and from analysis of TEM images, is about 0.5
and 0.3, respectively. The difference between these two analyses is explained in
Chapter 2.3.5. Both of these analyses yield only an approximate estimation of the
actual porosity of the fibers. Besides, the molecular chain orientation of the
amorphous PS fibers is not considered here. It is assumed to be the same for both
as-spun fibers and annealed fibers no matter what the fiber diameter is. This
assumption might also contribute to the deviation of the prediction for the elastic
modulus versus the void volume fraction.
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Figure 3-14. Comparison between different theoretical models (line) and
experimental data from 30 wt% PS/DMF solutions (m: 43%, e: 37%, A: 29%, V:
24% relative humidity. Solid symbols: void volume fraction calculated from the
shrinkage of fiber diameter, and open symbols: from analysis of TEM image).
Mechanical properties of the semicrystalline PAN are influenced by the
degree of crystallinity and orientation. The degree of crystallinity and its orientation
of PAN can be measured by wide-angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD). A typical
diffraction pattern and equatorial diffractogram of aligned electrospun PAN bundles
are shown in Figure 3-15(a) and (b). Two equatorial peaks are located at 20 = 16.5*
and 28.9', corresponding to Bragg spacing of 5.37 A from (1010) reflection and 3.09
A from (1120) reflection, for all our PAN samples. These are characteristic of the
hexagonal crystal unit cell of PAN [40,49-50]. Note that Miller indices (hkil) are used
for the identification of planes in hexagonal crystals, where the index i is equal to -
(h+k) and can be omitted. Using a linear combination of Lorentzian functions to do
the peak fitting for the curve in Figure 3-15(b), and splitting the total diffraction
pattern into amorphous and crystalline contributions, the degree of crystallinity Xc
can be calculated:
XC = (3-30)Ac + Aa
where Ac and Aa are the areas under the crystalline and the amorphous peaks,
respectively. The azimuthal scans of the diffraction rings at 5.37 A peak are shown
in Figure 3-15(c), from which an orientation parameter fi for the polymer
crystallites can be calculated [51]:
f 90 -0 (3-31)
90
where cpo is the half-width of a reflected peak at half height. In order to understand
the degree of chain orientation, FTIR is used to measure the dichroism of the nitrile-
stretching (-C = N ) group vibration around 2242 cm-', as shown in Figure 3-15(d)
and (e). The chain orientation factorf2 can be calculated by Equation (2-1) [40]. The
transition moment angle between the direction of dipole moment change and the
axis of the polymer chain is assumed to be 730 according to the literature [49]. The
results of the crystallinity, molecular orientation: fi and f2, and Young's modulus for
PAN samples are listed in Table 3-4. Not much difference can be found between fi
(0.5 ~ 0.6) and f2(0.35 - 0.4) for as-spun and annealed fibers with different fiber
diameters and from different polymer concentrations. The approximate
independence of molecular chain orientation for PAN fibers is expected for PS fibers,
as well. However, this apparent independence might be due to an insufficiently
broad range of average fiber diameter. For example, these samples only differ in
diameter from 0.60 ptm to 1.86 ptrm for PAN fibers, and from 0.90 pm to 4.09 pm for
PS fibers. On the other hand, if fibers can be produced with diameters that range
from a few tens of nanometers to microns, or at least differ by one order of
magnitude, the orientation of molecular chain in polymer fibers might change
dramatically. For a 14 wt% PAN/DMF solution electrospun under 46% relative
humidity, annealed fibers have an increase of crystallinity from 0.35 to 0.56 when
compared to as-spun fibers. The increase of crystallinity is expected to enhance the
mechanical performance. Therefore, the increase of the modulus from as-spun PAN
fibers to annealed PAN fibers can be the combined effect of the increasing
crystallinity and the decreasing porosity. On the other hand, as-spun fibers from 11
wt% and 14 wt% PAN/DMF solutions have similar orientation and crystallinity. The
difference in elastic modulus mainly comes from the contribution of the void volume
fraction.
Table 3-5. Mechanical properties of as-spun and annealed PAN fibers
wt% Annealed RH Diameter Modulus Crystallinity
Temp.(*C) (%) (pm) (GPa) (%) fl f2
14 As-spun 46 1.86 (± 0.08) 2.89 35 0.57 0.35
100 46 1.58 (+0.13) 5.28 56 0.60 0.39
As-spun 31 1.35 (±0.21) 5.29 31 0.57 0.40
11 As-spun 31 0.82 (±0.05) 3.55 35 0.51 0.35
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3.3 Concluding Remarks
Porous structures within fibers electrospun in a humid environment were
found in a PS/DMF system, as well as other polymer systems. Because DMF is a
commonly used solvent in electrospinning, the possible occurrence of this
phenomenon may be more prevalent than has been appreciated to date, and may
also occur for other similar polymer-solvent systems. The reason for porous
structures to occur within fibers is because the humidity in the environment plays a
role as nonsolvent. For the miscibility of water with DMF, liquid-induced phase
separation precedes solidification due to the slow evaporation rate of DMF. The
formation of porous features within the fibers has a significant effect on the
mechanical performance. Other properties such as optical properties and electrical
properties may be altered with different porosity, void sizes, void shapes, and their
distribution inside the fibers. By controlling the environmental factors (such as
relative humidity, temperature, and surrounding gas composition), the polymer-
solvent interaction, the concentration of polymer, and the molecular weight of
polymer, either porous or homogeneous solid fibers can be produced and
manipulated in accord with the needs of specific applications, such as sensors,
membranes in fuel cells, filtration, drug delivery, catalytic systems, hydrogen
storage systems, protective clothing with breathability and toxic chemical
resistance, and tissue engineering. For example, porous fibers can be considered a
composite material composed of polymer and air. Depending on their volume
fraction and distribution, the gas permeability through the fiber is different, which
can be used to advantage for gas separation or to enhance the breathability of a
material. For the collapsed structures such as those observed in Figure 3-11(b) and
(d), the shape is excellent for enhancing the oleophobic or hydrophobic nature of
the nonwoven material because the large re-entrant roughness stabilizes the
interface and is resistant to wetting. Also, some of our collapsed fiber geometries are
similar to the capillary surface materials with surfaces engineered to contain deep
grooves, which can act as capillary channels or fluid conduits. The phenomenal
absorbency of these fibers can be used in liquid chromatography. Most of this
chapter has been published in Ref. [52].
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Chapter 4 Wrinkled Surface Topographies of Electrospun Fibers
4.1 Introduction
Electrospun polymer fibers are shown to have wrinkled surface topographies
that result from buckling instabilities during processing. Similar buckling
phenomena have been studied for thin films on compliant substrates [1-3] and
spheroidal structures with layered core-shell structures [4-6]. Various deformation
mismatch conditions have been found and/or used to trigger buckling, including:
deposition of a coating on a pre-tensioned elastomeric substrate followed by release
of the pretension [2-3]; thermal expansion mismatch between a film and substrate
[4]; and mismatch of either shrinkage or growth rates in multi-layered structures
(e.g., dehydration of vegetable and fruits [5], growth of living plants [6]). We
postulate the mechanism underlying the surface wrinkling of electrospun fibers to
be a deformation mismatch between the shell and the core due to core shrinkage
during solvent evaporation. A glassy shell forms on the surface of the gel-like core
during solvent evaporation; continued evaporation leads to a contraction mismatch
between the core and shell that triggers buckling of the shell. The wrinkled
topographies are quantified in terms of the critical buckling wave number and
wavelength. The results explain the observed wrinkled topographies and provide a
framework for designing fibers with high specific surface areas and
textured/patterned surface topographies to enhance surface dominated properties
in fibers and fibrous mats.
4.2 Results and Discussion
4.2.1 Experimental Observation of Wrinkled Topographies
In addition to the generally expected circular cross-section and smooth surface
topology, a variety of cross-sectional shapes and corresponding surface textures
have been observed [7-8] as shown in the representative examples of Figure 4-1.
These include flat ribbon-like fiber geometries and wrinkled fiber surface
topographies, which further increase the specific surface area and also provide a
texture suitable for additional property enhancements.
Figure 4-1. Surface morphology of polymer fibers electrospun from (a) a 30 wt%
PS/THF solution; (b) a 14 wt% PAN/DMF solution; (c) a 30 wt% PS/DMF solution;
and (d) a 15 wt% PS in a mixed solvent of DMF and THF. Inset fibers outlined in
white for emphasis.
Figure 4-1(a) provides a SEM image of PS fibers electrospun from a 30 wt%
solution of amorphous, atactic PS (Mw = 280 kg/mol) dissolved in THF; the insert
TEM image shows the corresponding cross-section typical of these fibers. The
ribbon-like morphology has a minor diameter of -2.1 ptm and a major diameter of
-13.5 pm, and exhibits a wave number, defined as the number of maxima in radius
around the perimeter (S) of the fiber cross-section, of k = 2 and wavelength A = S/k
~ 14 pm. Figure 4-1(b) shows images of semicrystalline PAN fibers electrospun at
31% relative humidity (RH) from a 14 wt% solution of PAN (Mw = 150 kg/mol)
dissolved in DMF. The average fiber diameter is 1.35 (±0.21) pm. These fibers
exhibit a wrinkled topography with k - 10 and A - 400 nm. Figure 4-1(c) shows
images for PS fibers electrospun at 15% RH from a 30 wt% PS/DMF solution. The
fiber diameter is -2.5 [rm with k ~ 7 and A ~ 1.1 prm, and bead diameter -5.2 pm
with k ~ 12 and A ~ 1.4 [im. Figure 4-1(d) shows images for PS fibers electrospun
from a 15 wt% solution of PS dissolved in a mixed solvent of DMF and THF (1:1 by
weight). The fibers exhibit beads-on-string morphology with fiber diameter -0.92
(±0.14) pm and maximum bead diameter -8.86 (±1.80) [im. The cross-sectional
TEM image in the inset shows a bead with k - 16 and A - 1 pm (cutting the bead
diameter at -3.8 pm in this case, not necessarily at the maximum diameter).
4.2.2 Mechanism of Wrinkled Fibers
Khoombungse et al. proposed [7] a mechanism for the formation of shaped
fibers whereby atmospheric pressure tends to collapse the thin glassy skin initially
formed on the liquid jet during solvent evaporation, giving a ribbon-like structure.
Pauchard and Allain [9-10] and Pauchard and Couder [11] observed a similar
phenomenon as a result of solvent evaporation from a sessile droplet of polymer
solution. The collapse of the droplet leads to topographies that are qualitatively
similar to the surface topographies observed in the beads of beads-on-string
structures of electrospun fibers (Figure 4-1(d)). The key to understanding this
phenomenon is the buckling instability associated with the formation of a thin
glassy skin (outer shell) on the surface of the fluid or gel-like core during processing.
Solvent evaporation and drying lead to the rapid formation of a thin, elastic glassy
shell; as solvent evaporation from the core proceeds, the core contracts and pulls
radially inward on the stiff outer shell, resulting in a compressive hoop stress in the
shell. Once a critical compressive stress is reached, buckling of the shell is
energetically favored over continued uniform circumferential compression of the
shell; the dominant buckling wavelength is that which results in the lowest total
energy for the system. The total energy consists of the membrane and bending
strain energy of the shell and the volumetric and shear strain energy of the core. The
interplay between core and shell energy contributions is analogous to the classic
problem of buckling of a beam on an elastic foundation: consideration of the elastic
foundation strain energy (for our fiber case, the gel-like core is the "elastic
foundation") leads to higher buckling modes being favored over the lowest mode of
the shell, as demonstrated in Figure 4-2.
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Figure 4-2. The interplay between core and shell energy contributions of the fiber is
analogous to the classic problem of buckling of a beam on an elastic foundation
(courtesy of Lifeng Wang).
4.2.3 Analytical Solution for Critical Wave Number and Wavelength
The critical buckling conditions of a long cylindrical elastic shell containing a
compliant elastic core subject to external pressure have been investigated in the
context of the limiting pressure of structural tubes [12-13]. The Hermann and
Forrestal expression [12] for the buckling pressure p of a shell as a function of
buckling wave number k (for k = 2, 3, 4,...), shell properties and geometry (Young's
modulus Es, Poisson's ratio vs, thickness t), and core properties and geometry
(Young's modulus Ec, Poisson's ratio vc, radius a) is given by the following equations
and illustrated in Figure 4-3:
p k2 -1 + 4(1-_v,2) E a (4-1)
p 0 (l+a) 3=  (
where a= i- 2 Po= .(1)v0)(1 + v)(1 -2vc) Es t 4(1- )S a
E,,
Figure 4-3. The illustration of properties and geometry of the core and shell.
The critical buckling wave number kcrit corresponds to the k that gives the lowest
buckling pressure according to Equation (4-1). This linearized approximate solution
is accurate for values of elastic core Poisson ratio between 0.4 and the
incompressible limit of 0.5 [12]. The Hermann and Forrestal solution is applicable to
our fiber system since the fluid or gel-like core of the fiber has a low shear modulus
and a high bulk modulus which, accordingly, corresponds to a Poisson's ratio very
close to 0.5. By minimizing Equation (4-1) with respect to k and then taking the
limiting case of vc approaching 0.5, we obtain expressions for the critical wave
number, kcrit, and wavelength, Acrit:
kent =(a /t)(3E /E,) 1 / 3 , kcrit ;>2, (4-2)
Akrt 27t(3E, / E,)-"3, Aci, : 'ra (4-3)
where E = E/(1 - v2). The wave number is seen to scale with elastic property ratio
via (Ec/E,)1/ 3 and linearly with alt. The wavelength scales with (E/E,)-1 / 3, linearly
with t, and, for Acrit< ira, is independent of the radius a. When a/t < 2(3Ec/E 1 1)-' 3,
the most favorable wavelength is limited by the circumference and hence Acrit=na.
The scaling of the wavelength with shell thickness and property ratios are
consistent with those for wavy thin films on compliant substrates at small
deformations [2-3]. This consistency between the fiber and film wavelength scaling
can be explained by simplified energy scaling and minimization argument. For both
the fiber and the film, the shell energy contribution is due to bending and scale as
~ Et3 A2 /e; the "foundation" energy contribution is due to straining that extends
into the substrate (for film) or the core (for fiber) by a depth Lo that scales with the
wavelength Lo-A giving energy scaling as ~ ECA 2 /4. Energy minimization then gives
Z ~ t(3E, /E,)- 3 , with A being independent of radius and to scale in the same way as
that of the film [14].
4.2.4 Finite Element Analysis for Critical Wave Number and Wavelength
Buckling modes were determined using FEA (ABAQUS/STANDARD) [15] as
follows. First, external pressure loading was assumed and an eigen-analysis was
conducted to determine the critical wave number. Meshes were then "seeded" with
infinitesimal amplitude of the critical mode. The core was then "contracted" to
simulate solvent evaporation, leading to the radial mismatch condition that triggers
the buckling.
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Figure 4-4. Dependence of critical wave number on a/t for different Ec/Es. The lines
are the Hermann and Forrestal analytical results of Equation (4-2) determined
herein; the symbols are numerical results.
In Figure 4-4, both numerical and analytical results for the critical wave number
kcrit as a function of alt are shown for different Ec/Es, and found to be in excellent
agreement. At any given Ec/Es, an increase in alt gives an increase in kcrit that scales
linearly with alt; at any given alt, an increase in Ec/Es gives an increase in kcrit that
scales with the cube root of Ec/Es. Both trends reflect the increased energy penalty
encountered in deforming a core of increasing stiffness, where the increase in kcrit
optimally reduces the core strain energy.
Figure 4-5 shows a map of wrinkled topographies as a function of alt (from 10
to 100) and Ec/Es (from 0.06%o to 10%o). The buckled conformations depict a core
contraction of about 50%. This map provides a visual explanation of the wrinkled
topographies observed in Figure 4-1. For low Ec/Es and low a/t, the core contraction
provides relatively little energy penalty and hence the shell buckles in its lowest
mode (the mode that would occur under pressure in the absence of any core,
meaning k = 2). As the core stiffness increases, either through increase in Ec/Es or
increase in alt, the core energy penalty increases and the critical wave number kcrit
increases.
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Figure 4-5. Map of numerical results for wrinkled cross-section as a function of Ec/Es
and alt, shown for each pair of Ec/Es and alt values indicated by the axis labels.
The dependence of the critical buckling wave length on Ec/Es as obtained from
the analytical model and the numerical simulations is shown in Figure 4-6. Figure 4-
6(a) plots Acrit/t as a function of Ec/Es for different a/t on a log plot. Equation (4-3),
the analytical solution, indicates that Acrit/t is independent of a/t (giving the solid
line) and the numerical results are in agreement with this, with the exception of
those cases where the wave number is 2 (which corresponds to the geometric
limiting case of Acrit = ra). Acrit/t is shown to be an exponential function (with
exponent = -1/3) of Ec/Es, independent of alt, except for the cases of low stiffness
core where kcrit is 2. This also indicates that, when kcrit > 2, the buckling wavelength
is independent of fiber diameter. This behavior is illustrated graphically in the
topography results of Figure 4-6(b), which show numerical results for cross-
sections of three fibers with identical shell thickness but different radii. For the two
cases of Ec/Es = 10-3 and Ec/Es = 10-2, one obtains Acrit = 41t and 19t, respectively.
Note that for each Ec/Es case, the wavelength is nearly the same (i.e., independent of
fiber radius).
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Figure 4-6. (a) Dependence of Acrit /t on Ec/E for different a/t (solid line is the
theory solution according to Equation (4-3); filled symbols correspond to lowest
mode cases where kcrit = 2 and Acrit ira). (b) Surface patterns for different radius
fibers with the same thickness t at Ec/Es = 10-3 and Ec/Es = 10-2, showing wavelength
(Acrit = 41t and 19t respectively) to be independent of fiber radius.
4.2.5 Rationalization of Experimental Results
For dry-spinning processes like electrospinning where Ec/Es is likely to be
consistently very small, the buckling wavelength can be tailored by manipulating
the thickness of the shell, which can be easily achieved by controlling solvent
volatility. This is illustrated by a comparison of Figure 4-1(a) and Figure 4-1(c).
Ec/Es is believed to be similar for these two cases since the polymer, molecular
weight, and polymer concentration are the same for these two systems. The only
difference is the choice of solvent: THF, a low boiling point solvent used in the
system for Figure 4-1(a), and DMF, a high boiling point solvent used in the system
for Figure 4-1(c). Because THF evaporates more quickly than DMF, the thickness of
the shell in Figure 4-1(a) is thicker than Figure 4-1(c), which manifests as the longer
wavelength in Figure 4-1(a) compared to Figure 4-1(c).
Taking for instance the case of the beads-on-string morphology of Figure 4-1(d),
if we assume that the thickness of the polymer shell is uniform along the entire
bead-on-string structure, then the small diameter of the string region corresponds
to a small a/t and hence a smooth surface results. Meanwhile, the diameter of the
bead is about 10 times larger than that of the fiber. Thus, the larger a/t of the bead
results in a wrinkled topography with a large kcrit (between 7 and 32 from the map,
depending on the relative properties Ec/Es). (Here, the prolate spheroid geometry of
the bead enabled use of the cylinder solution as an approximation to obtain the bead
buckling conditions [5].) This is consistent with the experimental observation of k ~
16.
Conversely, it should be possible to estimate the shell thickness, and hence to
quantify the rate of solidification during the fiber forming process, from the mode
number observed; a quantitative analysis to this effect, however, requires further
experimental investigation. This effect can also be applied to core/shell fibers
formed by co-axial electrospinning [16], where selection of the core and shell fluids
can potentially be used to tailor the surface topography of fiber or beads.
4.3 Concluding Remarks
In conclusion, experimental, analytical and numerical studies were carried out
to investigate the wrinkled surface topographies of electrospun polymer fibers.
Wrinkled fibers can be viewed as 1-dimensional nanostructured materials. The
wrinkled or patterned topographies act to increase the specific surface area and to
texture the surface, providing avenues for enhancing various attributes and
properties of fibers and fibrous mats. For example, the hydrophobic nature of
nonwoven mats can be enhanced because wrinkling imparts a second, finer scale
roughness on top of the curved fiber surfaces. Some wrinkled fiber topographies
contain deep axial grooves, which can act as capillary channels or fluid conduits
such as those used in liquid chromatography. Conformal coating and/or
functionalizing using chemical vapor deposition (CVD) or layer-by-layer techniques
can further enhance surface dominated properties [17]. Most of this chapter has
been published in Ref. [18].
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Chapter 5 Mechanical Properties of Individual Electrospun
Polymer Fibers and Their Variation with Fiber Diameter
5.1 Introduction
Over the past decade, several research groups have reported remarkable
enhancements in mechanical properties of electrospun polymeric fibers, relative to
their bulk values, for fibers below a critical diameter, typically in the submicron
range [1-14]. Different techniques have been developed to overcome the difficulties
of sample preparation and handling of such small fibers; among these are direct
tensile testing using a small load cell and special gripping techniques [1-2,15],
nanoindentation where the loading-unloading behavior of load-depth curves are
reduced using models, such as the Oliver and Pharr model [16], to estimate modulus
[3], 2-point and 3-point bending tests using atomic force microscopy (AFM) and
simple beam theory [4-9], and the resonance test using a piezoelectric actuator to
drive a mechanical oscillation under microscopy [10]. Typically, when the fiber
diameter drops below one micron, the Young's modulus is found to increase with
decreasing fiber diameter, with the Young's modulus of the smallest electrospun
polymeric fibers being larger than that of the bulk material [1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, 26]. This
phenomenon has been found in different polymers, such as polypyrrole nanotubes
[4], polyethylene oxide (PEO) [6], polystyrene (PS) [3], poly(E-caprolactone) (PCL)
[1], Nylon 6 [8], Nylon 6/6 [12], and poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) [26].
It is worth noting that some studies did not obtain the modulus of the bulk
material, but only compared the moduli of fibers of different diameters. In some
instances the largest fibers exhibited moduli that were inferior to that of the bulk
material; these inferior fiber moduli were attributed to such diverse factors as shear
deformation during bending [5], fiber plasticization by atmospheric moisture [7], or
reduced density within the fiber arising from vapor-induced phase separation
during fiber formation [11]. Nevertheless, the reported enhancement in the Young's
modulus with decreasing diameter of fully dense submicron electrospun fibers is
very promising and still requires explanation.
5.2 Different Techniques for Mechanical Measurement of Single Fibers
Different methods for measuring the mechanical properties of an electrospun
nanofiber have been proposed and several publications have appeared in the past
few years, as can be seen from Table 5-1 to Table 5-4. Generally speaking, these
methods have been developed first for measuring the mechanical properties of
nanotubes and metal wires; however, they are also suitable for electrospun
nanofibers. They can be classified into four categories: tensile tests (Table 5-1),
nanoindentation (Table 5-2), bending tests (Table 5-3), and resonance tests (Table
5-4). We have tried all but the resonance tests to see which method works best for
small fibers. We started from commercial fibers with known mechanical properties
to make sure the characterization is correct, followed by testing large electrospun
fibers to see if their properties approach to the bulk material. Finally, the small
electrospun fibers with unknown properties were tested.
Among all these tests, the tensile test is the most direct way to measure
mechanical properties. In addition to Young's elastic modulus, a tensile test also
measures a yield stress, an ultimate tensile strength, and an elongation to failure.
The actual gripping and handling of the fiber are major issues in conducting a
reliable tensile test. Challenges to address includes: gripping the fiber on the
template without slip and stress concentration; aligning the fiber without inducing
off-axis loading such as torsion are two issues that require special care during the
measurement. Also, it is difficult to handle a single fiber when it is invisible to the
naked eye. With the aid of proper lighting, we can handle fiber diameter down to
around 100 nm. Table 5-5 shows our preliminary results by using UTM T150
universal tensile testing system for commercial fibers (Kevlar and Nomex fiber with
the fiber diameter larger than 10 tm) and electrospun fibers of different polymers.
Although the UTM T150 universal tensile testing system claims the load resolution
is 50 nN, the noise level during the measurement can approach 1 pN, which limits
the usage of this instrument on very small fibers.
Table 5-1. Mechanical properties of a single electrospun fiber by the tensile test
Method Materials d (nm) Properties Author
PAN-derived carbon 70 500 auTs = 350 ~ 1000 MPa [6] Zussman E,
___ ___ ___ __ ___ ___ ___ ___2005
AFM cantilever [13] Nylon 6/6 (PA 6/6) 400~900 Er= 1 ~ 3.25 [12] Arinstein
A, 2007
i Ef= 0.45 ~ 0.95 GPa
PA 6/6 550 UuTs= 110 - 150 MPa [13] ZussmanE,
Elongation = 61 ~ 66% 2005
PAN 1250 auTs= 302 MPa 001Buer A,
Poly(ethylene oxide) 700 Ef= 45 MPa [18] Tan EPS,
(PEO) 2005
Poly(E-caprolalctone)
UTM T150 universal tensile (PCL) Ef= 0.3 ~ 3.2 GPa [1] Chew SY
testin tem Poly(caprolalctone-co- 200~ 5000 auTs = 20 - 200 MPa 2006
ethylethylene Elongation = 20 ~ 300 %
phophate) (PCLEEP)
PCL 400 ~2600 Ef= 0.35 GPa 200Wong SC,
Ej= 1.0 ~ 2.9 GPa [19] Inai RPoly(L-lactide) (PLLA) 610 890 auTs = 89 ~ 183 MPa 2005
Elongation = 0.45 - 1.54 %
Ef= 0.12 GPa [20] Tan EPSPCL 1030 -1700 auTs= 40 MPa 2005
Elongation = 200 %
Microelectronic mechanical
systems (MEMSs) [14]
PLLA
Note that Ef is the Young's modulus of a
150 - 2000 Ef= <1 - 7GPa
single fiber, auTs is the ultimate tensile
[14] Jaeger D,
2009
strength of a singlefiber, Er is Ef/Ebu(, where Ebuik is the modulus of the bulk material.
Table 5-2. Mechanical properties of a single electrospun fiber by nanoindentation
Method Materials d (nm) Properties Author
Shear modulation force
microscopy (SMFM) [3]
=25Nsurface shear
PS/MMT clays 150 modulus: 1.22 3.7 [3] ji Y, 2006
''__(Cloistie-6A) 4000 times larger than the
bulk value
h=31-t) L )/h='jVR2I_____
AFM [22] B. mori silk/PEO 800 Ef= 0.75 ~ 8.0 GPa [21]Wang M,
__________ 2004
Fe 304/PEO 400 Ef= 0.66 ~ 1.04 GPa
"" Fe304/polyvinyl 140 320 Ef= 4.1 - 4.8 GPa 22]Wang M,Iibear alcohol (PVA) 2004
dP 2 ~~modulus increases 2[2]McJ,
Sd = - E. PAN/Graphite 5 500 times with different [23] Mack JJ,
dh ** nanoplatelets (GNPs) wt% fillers 2005
1- + 1v PAN/SWNT-derived 50 ~200 E = 60 130 GPa 003Ko F,
E' Es E carbon 50_200____=60_-_30 
___ 2003
Note that E5 is the Young's modulus of a singlefiber.
*h is the tip penetration into an elastic substrate, v is the Poisson's ratio, G is the shear
modulus, and L is the load applied to the tip, and R is the tip radius.
**P is the applied load, h is the indentation depth, A is the contact area, E*is the effective Young's
modulus, Es and Et are the elastic modului of sample and the tip, vs and vt are the Poisson ratios
of the sample and the tip.
C6
UNLOADING
Displacement, h
h= maximum displacement
Figure 5-1. Important Parameters in Oliver and Pharr's model [16].
Table 5-3. Mechanical properties of a single electrospun fiber by AFM bending test
Method Materials d (nm) Properties Author
Polypyrrole nanotubes d"6 35 ~ Ef= 1.2 ~ 60 GPa [4] Cuenot S,
______________160* 2000
AFM [5] PLLA 260 -410 Ef= 0.1 - 1.0 GPa 00Tan EPS,
Poly(2-acrylamido-2- [7] Shin MK,
_ 8 methyl-1-propanesulfonic 60 - 250 Ef= 0.3 - 2.1GPa 2006
acid) (PAMPS)
P 192E1TiO2P 192EI TiO2/poly(vinyl 38 72 Ef= 52 ~ 125 GPa [25] Lee SH,
(5 L pyrrolidone) (PVP) 68- 148 Ej= 0.33 - 2.33 GPa 2005
Poly(vinyl alcohol)(PVA) 10~160 Ef= 20 - 500 GPa [26] Fu Q,(higher than expected.) 2010
The small deflection PEO 70 450 Ef= 7GPa [6] Bellan LMapproximation [6] Polysiloxane/PVP 100 300 Ef= 24 GPa 2005Silica glass 70-250 Ef= 240 GPa
Nylon 6
Nylon 6/MMT clays 70 - 150 Ef= 15 - 30 GPa [8] Li L, 2006
P = 8AE(S/ L)3  (Cloistie-30B) Ef= 15 ~ 100 GPa
IPAN 179~408 Ef= 3.79 ~ 47.79 GPa [27] Gu SY,P 3E PN(higher than expected.) 2005
Silica nanowires 281 ~ 1948 Evertical= 68 76 GPa [28] Silva
Ein-plane = 105 GPa ECCM, 2006
Note that Ef is the Young's modulus of a single fiber, done is the outer diameter of the nanotube,
I = ,zd4 / 64 for a circular nanofiber, P is the applied load, 6 is the deflection of the nanofiber,
E is the Young's modulus, d is the diameter of the nanofiber, L is the length of the nanofiber,
and A is the cross-sectional area of the nanofiber.
Table 5-4. Mechanical properties of a single electrospun fiber by resonance test
Instrument Method Materials d(nm Properties Author
Piezoelectri PAN-derived carbon [10] Zussman
c actuator PA-eie 100 ~ 200 Ef= 57 ~ 75 GPa [10s
and SEM (#2 = 1.875) E2005
Resonators Ref.[10]
and laser , 2 d E Silica glass (fl= 4.73) 120 Ef= 266 GPa [29] Craighead
interference fn 2; ] l6p HG, 2004
Note that Ef is the Young's modulus of a single fiber, I = d 4 / 64 for a circular nanofiber, E is
the Young's modulus, d is the diameter of the nanofiber, L is the length of the nanofiber, fln is
the eigenvalue, and p is the material density.
Table 5-5: Preliminary results by UTM T150 universal tensile testing system
Single Fiber Fiber Strain Modulus Elongatio Tensile Toughness
Tensile Polymer System Diameter rate (GPa) n Strength (MPa)
Testing (Im) s (1/ ) (MPa)
Commercial Kevlar 29 11.2(4%) 104 98.2(10%) 4.4(12%) 4116(15 93(28%)
Nomex 16.3 5x10-3  10.9(8%) 38(9%) 402(13%) 120(19%)
Nox M c/5w LiCl 0.26(10%) 10-3 4.2(44%) 20(32%) 435(19%) 51(25%)
M25wt% Nomex 0.77(20%) 10-3 6.5(31%) 33(40%) 474(31%) 88(35%)
/DMAc/Swt%LiCl _____ __________
PMMA 3.93 10-3 2.9(10%) 4.9(54%) 53(9%) 2 (70%)
PMMA 2.58(8%) 10-3 3.3(11%) 3.2(16%) 56(11%) 1.2(26%)
PMMA PMMA/2.Swt.% 2.40(4%) 10-3 3.9(10%) 3.4(16%) 62(8%) 1.5(22%)
CloisiteTm 20A ___________
mthacry- thred clay 2.71(5%) 10-3 3.7(12%) 3.6(24%) 62(9%) 1.6(34%)
PC 15wt% PC/Chloroform 3.7(65%) 10- 2.6(29%) 53(56%) 272(36%) 86(30%)
Nylon 10wt% Nylon 6/6/HFIP 0.62(8%) 10-3 2.0(16%) 22(30%) 334(11%) 44(34%)
12wt% PAN/DMF 1.23(8%) 10-3 2.7(6%) 78(39%) 54(6%) 38(37%)
12wt% PAN/DMF 1.23(4%) 10-3 2.6(13%) 90(25%) 57(7%) 48(23%)(Gauge length 4mm) __________
PAN (anneal 9C, 15m) 1.10(5%) 10-3 5.3(23%) 12(55%) 90(9%) 9(56%)
PAN t PanaN/D'C 1M
(aneal 90 0C, 1.05(4%) 10-3 4.3(8%) 30(98%) 86(2%) 24(105%)
10wt% PAN/DMF 0.39(17%) 10-3 4.9(55%) 18(114%) 124(40%) 14(97%)
(nwt% PAN/DMF 0.36(13%) 10-3 4.5(28%) 15(24%) 137(22%) 14(20%)
___ _______ (anneal 90'C) ______ ____ _____ _____
The parenthesis corresponds to one standard deviation due to the variation between samples.
The large standard deviation of fiber diameter in 15wt% PC/Chloroform came from the
unstable electrospinning when a low boiling point solvent was used.
Nanoindentation is the simplest technique with respect to sample preparation.
We can perform nanoindentation loading into either the elastic regime or the
elastic-plastic regime of behavior. Various data reduction schemes have been
utilized to reduce the load-depth curves to useful mechanical property data of
modulus and yield strength. A popular method is the Oliver-Pharr method [16].
Important parameters for this method are shown in Figure 5-1, and equations are
listed in Table 5-2. We performed the nanoindentation on commercial Nomex fibers,
standard PP fibers, and electrospun PAN fibers. Their force-deformation curves are
shown in Figure 5-2. The modulus of the fiber can be derived from the curve with
known contact area, the Poisson's ratio of the fiber and the tip, and the modulus of
the tip. However, it is hard to determine the contact area between the tip and the
sample due to the uncertainties of both the contact radius and the exact shape of the
tip. An equation [16] was used to estimate the contact area by assuming a perfect
Berkovich indenter: A(h,) =24.5h 2 , where h = h -cgP.x /S, Etg is the function of
the particular tip geometry, and S is the indent size. The indent size can be derived
from the indent mark on fibers, as shown in Figure 5-3. Other concerns for the
nanoindentation are that it measures mainly local and surface properties, and
requires the surface to be relatively flat compared to the tip curvature. Also, some
unexpected aspects in experimental approaches might affect the apparent results,
such as the Tweedie et al.'s discovery [30] of different trend of stiffness for varied
indentation depth from free surface. Finite element analysis of the indentation
process is increasingly useful to provide more accurate estimation of properties.
Bending tests, either 2-point or 3-point bending tests, are conducted utilizing
AFM. For 3-point bending tests, nanofibers must be suspended over trenches,
restrained at the ends and then centrally loaded. Generally speaking, investigators
perform bending tests on a single electrospun nanofiber with two clamped ends and
then measure the deflection when the fiber is subjected to a small force. By applying
simple beam theory, the data can be reduced to an elastic modulus.
commercial electrospun standard
3.0E06 Nomex fiber, PAN fiber, PP fiber,
7.51 1.48 GPa 5.02 * 1.70 GPa 1.36 ± 0.45 GPa
X 2.OE-06
1.0E-06 -
0.0E+00a
0E+00 IE-08 2E-08 3E-08 4E-08
Deformation (m)
Figure 5-2. The force-deformation curves of nanoindentation measured by AFM and
the corresponding elastic modulus of the fiber.
Figure 5-3. Four indentations on a Nomex fiber.
The difficulty of bending tests lies in the sample preparation as well as the
measurement. How to place a single fiber over a trench and restrain the ends is a
difficult task due to the small size of the sample. Also, it is easy to break the fiber
during the imaging process or the force mode if the set point (determine how the tip
approaches the fiber) of the AFM tip is not well controlled. Microelectronic
mechanical systems (MEMS) technology can be utilized to construct the trench
structure (e.g. micro-scale groove on the silicon wafer). Fibers are then carefully
placed and secured with epoxy. Some typical conditions happened during the 3-
point bending test and sample preparation are shown in Figure 5-4.
Figure 5-4. AFM images show that (a) epoxy diffused along the fiber; (b) the fiber
cannot sustain itself and fell on the trench; (c) the fiber was damaged during the
image scanning; and (d) a fiber was carefully placed and secured with epoxy.
Another possible way to measure the mechanical properties of a single fiber is
the resonance test. Typically, a piezoelectric actuator is used to drive a mechanical
oscillation in the fiber. If the sample is conductive, for example, the oscillation can be
driven by electric force under transmission electron microscope (TEM). The
modulus-frequency relationship is described using Bernoulli-Euler beam theory,
describing flexural motion of a linear elastic beam. The corresponding frequency
equation is: f = n2 FE (n: mode number, #n: eigenvalue for nth mode, L: length
of the beam, E: modulus, I: moment of inertia of beam cross-section, p: material
density, A: cross-sectional area of the beam). The eigenvalue depends on the
boundary conditions. For a fixed-free cantilever beam, the fundamental mode f#i
=1.875, whereas for a free-free beam, f#i =4.73. The difficulties of resonance tests are
to prepare the integrated system of sample and actuator, and to apply suitable
frequency and then determine the mode of resonance.
5.3 Results and Discussion
However, studies to date either cover a limited range of fiber diameter, or are
complicated by variations in crystallinity or molecular orientation with fiber
diameter, both of which may contribute to the enhanced stiffness of small fibers. It is
hard to clarify each contribution, such that their relative importance to the
enhancement remains unresolved. In this work, we have chosen to simplify the
issue by studying PA 6(3)T, which does not crystallize and can be formed by
electrospinning into fibers over a wide range of average fiber diameter. Our
experiments reveal a clear dependence of modulus and strength of PA 6(3)T fibers
on the diameter of the fibers, and explain it in terms of increased molecular
orientation with decreasing fiber diameter. We also report the yield strength
variation with fiber diameter.
PA 6(3)T was readily electrospun into a wide range of fiber diameters (d), from
170 nm to 3600 nm, as shown in Figure 5-5. Detailed electrospinning conditions are
listed in Table 5-6. As demonstrated by Figure 5-5, all of the fibers employed in this
work were smooth and regular in structure. Cross-sectional images of the fibers in
SEM in Figure 5-6 confirmed that the fibers are nonporous and consolidated. Figure
5-7 shows engineering stress-strain curves of uniaxial tensile testing for four
representative individual fibers. As can been seen, smaller diameter fibers tend to
have higher Young's moduli and yield strengths, and to break at smaller strains,
than larger diameter fibers.
Figure 5-5. SEM images of individual PA 6(3)T fibers with different average
diameters. Images (a) through (e) were taken under 10,000x magnification (scale
bar = 1 pm), while images (f) through (1) were taken under 6000x magnification
(scale bar = 2 ptm).
Table 5-6: Processing parameters of electrospinning and resulting fiber diameter.
wt % solvent Q (ml/min) V (kV) D (cm) Eo (kV/cm) I (nA) d (mm)
22 DMF/FA 0.002 35 42 0.83 131 0.17±0.026
28 DMF/FA 0.002 36.5 33 1.11 272 0.288±0.027
30 DMF/FA 0.002 34 33 1.03 442 0.385±0.039
28 DMF/FA 0.01 40 33 1.21 1470 0.407±0.055
30 DMF/FA 0.01 40 33 1.21 1227 0.612±0.054
30 DMF 0.002 30 38 0.79 25 0.85±0.088
30 DMF 0.01 32 38 0.84 96 1.387±0.128
30 DMF 0.05 40 38 1.05 626 1.723±0.464
36 DMF 0.01 34 53.5 0.64 205 2.396±0.093
36 DMF 0.05 40 53.5 0.75 433 3.643±0.070
Figure 5-6. Cross-sectional images of the PA 6(3)T fibers cut under liquid nitrogen
to confirm the nonporous and consolidated structures. SEM images were taken
under 6,000x magnification (scale bar = 2 [tm).
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Figure 5-8 shows the Young's modulus and yield strength versus the fiber
diameter, obtained from the stress vs strain data for individual fibers deformed.
Each diamond represents a single fiber measurement; the error bar corresponds to
one standard deviation, due to variation in diameter of the fiber along its length as
well as measurement error in the SEM, which affects the calculated stress. Yield was
found to occur at strains around 0.025 for these fibers. Our results show that both
Young's modulus and yield strength increase as fiber diameter decrease. Yuan and
Ruckenstein have reported [31] values of 1.0 GPa and 50 MPa for the Young's
modulus and yield strength, respectively, for pure PA 6(3)T films. The average and
standard deviation of Young's modulus and the yield strength measured for the
films we made were 1.99 ± 0.34 GPa and 43.7 ± 14.9 MPa, respectively as shown by
the horizontal lines in Figure 5-8. Although there is some discrepancy in the Young's
modulus and yield strength reported for the isotropic bulk material, our results
show that both Young's modulus and yield strength of the largest fibers are at least
as large as those of the bulk films, while the Young's modulus and yield strength of
the smallest fibers exceed these values by 2 to 3 fold.
We use T-test to analyze the statistical significance of the Young's modulus of
Figure 5-8(a) to two groups: one with small fiber diameter (< 839 nm), and the
other with large fiber diameter (> 839 nm). Each group has 61 measurements. We
used two tails and type 1 in T-test, and analyze two groups at their mean value of
Young's modulus, their upper bound (the mean value + one standard deviation), and
their lower bound (the mean value - one standard deviation). The results are as
followings:
p-value for the mean value: 2.95 x 10-7.
p-value for the upper bound: 1.25 x 10-5.
p-value for the lower bound: 3.22 x 10-6.
All p-values are far smaller than 0.05, which suggest the statistical significance
between two groups. The result supports our conclusion that smaller fibers have
different Young's modulus from the bulk value.
Another way to further analyze Figure 5-8(a) and to clear the possibility of
due to chance for the Young's modulus of the smallest fibers to exceed bulk
materials is to do the moving average on the relation of the Young's modulus of
these fibers to their fiber diameter. We perform a moving average over 11-point, 21-
point, 31-point, 41-point, and 51-point of data for individual fibers with different
fiber diameters, and a weighted moving average (zeroth-order locally weighted
regression) using a common tri-cube function (1-Ix13)3 over 10%, 20%, and 50% of
data for individual fibers with different fiber diameters (the number of total
measurements is 123), as shown in Figure 5-8(c). We conclude the Young's modulus
of the smallest fibers is different and larger than that of the largest fibers. This
apparent trend is unlikely to be due to chance alone. These analyses are sufficient
for the nonlinear trends that appear in our results of the Young's modulus vs. fiber
diameter, and additional bootstrap re-sampling method is not needed here.
Polarized FTIR was used to measure the dichroism of the stretching mode of
the amide carbonyl peak (C=O) around 1640 cm-1 [32], as shown in Figure 5-8. The
stretching mode of the C=C bond in the phenyl ring is around 1610 cm-1, which
overlaps with the C=O bond in which we are interested. To deconvolute these two
peaks in the FTIR spectrum, a Gaussian function was used to describe each peak,
and their sum was fit to the experimental data in the range of 1585 to 1678 cm-1.
Note that we clear the possibility of the fringing effect in Chapter 2 (p.21-22).
The absorbance curves of the parallel polarization of d = 3643 nm and 170
nm are used to demonstrate the two deconvoluted peaks, as shown in thin solid
lines in Figure 5-9(a). The absorbance, determined from the area under the C=O
peak, was obtained for polarization of the incident beam both parallel and
perpendicular to the fiber axis, from which the dichroic ratio, D, was calculated. The
overall molecular orientation, f2, was calculated from Equation (2-1), and is listed in
Table 5-7.
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Figure 5-8. Dependence of (a) Young's modulus and (b) yield stress on fiber
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deformed in uniaxial extension; open circles represent values obtained from
molecular orientation measurements using Ward's aggregate model [41]; solid lines
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The molecular orientation increases with decreasing fiber diameter, as seen in
Figure 5-9(b). It should be noted that this trend cannot be attributed to differences
in degree of alignment of fibers within a bundle, whose trend with fiber diameter is
opposite to this, as shown in Figure 5-10. The orientation distribution of fibers
within bundles was determined by image analysis of SEM images [33], as shown in
Figure 5-10(a) ~ (c), using the method of Tzeranis [34]. Te representative results
are plotted in Figure 5-10(d) - (f). The increase in molecular orientation with
decreasing fiber diameter can account for the observed dramatic increase of the
fiber stiffness and yield strength. Additional supporting evidence is provided by the
shift of the C=O peak to higher wavenumber for the smaller fibers; such shifts have
been attributed to higher orientation [35] or to residual molecular strain within the
fibers [36-37]. Both of these interpretations are consistent with a freezing in of a
higher level of molecular deformation and orientation in the smaller diameter fibers
compared to the larger diameter fibers. The observation of greater molecular
deformation in the smaller fibers may be indicative of several phenomena at work in
the electrospinning jet. The first is that the electrical shear stress operative on the
surface of the jet is responsible for such molecular deformation and affects a larger
fraction of the jet when the diameter is small due to the higher ratio of surface area
to volume. A second is that the smaller fibers are the result of larger growth
amplitude of the whipping instability, thus resulting in higher drawing ratio and
better molecular orientation in fibers. The Hencky strain, , defined below [38], from
the spinning process was calculated and listed in Table 5-7 as a rough indicator of
spinning-induced extension.
=21 (5-1)
hidft))
where ho is the initial diameter of the unstretched fluid filament, which was
assumed to be 100 pm in our electrospinning system [39]. hwid(t) is a time-
dependent diameter of the stretched fluid filament. For the total Hencky strain, we
estimate hwid(t) using the as-spun fiber diameter divided by the square root of the
polymer concentration, to approximate the final jet diameter before evaporation of
solvent [40]. The resulting strain is higher for smaller fibers. The third phenomenon
at work is the more rapid solidification of the smallest diameter jets due to solvent
evaporation; molecular relaxation in incompletely solidified fibers has less time to
act in the small fibers compared to the large fibers.
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Figure 5-9. (a) Polarized FTIR of representing PA 6(3)T single fiber with different
diameters. Solid lines represent A1, and dotted lines represent An. (b) The overall
molecular orientation versus the fiber diameter.
Table 5-7: Data for Ward's Aggregate Model
d (E D fz <sin4G> <cos 4 fl> Eo (GPa)
0.170 12.8 0.59 0.39 0.17 0.35 5.46
0.288 11.7 0.70 0.27 0.23 0.27 4.73
0.385 11.1 0.67 0.30 0.22 0.29 4.80
0.407 11.0 0.71 0.26 0.24 0.26 4.62
0.612 10.2 0.88 0.10 0.36 0.16 3.68
0.850 9.5 0.92 0.07 0.39 0.14 3.51
1.387 8.6 1.01 -0.01 0.46 0.11 3.14
1.723 8.1 0.91 0.07 0.38 0.15 3.55
2.396 7.5 0.98 0.02 0.43 0.12 3.29
3.643 6.6 1.15 -0.12 0.55 0.07 2.80
In put data: Sn = 0.544, S33 = 0.07, S13 = -0.035 (or vi3 = 0.5), and S44 = 0.341.
The observed anisotropy of fiber modulus can be related to the measured
orientation distribution through Ward's single-phase aggregate model [41]. This
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model represents the fiber as an aggregate of identical, anisotropic structural "units"
that are dispersed at different orientations within the fiber. In this case, the
anisotropic structural unit is considered to be a short segment of PA 6(3)T, on the
order of a single repeat unit, whose orientation is measured by FT-IR. Using the
aggregate model, the Young's modulus along the fiber direction (Eo) is given by:
= (sin4 b)Sa +(co s4 n)S 33 +(sin2 ncos2 )(2S13 +S44) (5-2)
where Q is the angle between the molecular segment and the fiber axis. Si; is a
compliance constant of the molecular segment with unit of GPa', where i andj refer
to directions relative to the molecular axis (Voigt notation). Direction '3' is the
molecular axis, directions '1' and '2' are transverse to this axis, and direction '4'
corresponds to shear in a plane containing the molecular axis. The molecular unit is
assumed to be transversely isotropic.
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Figure 5-10. Distribution of fiber orientation within aligned bundles of fibers used
for molecular orientation determination. (a) ~ (c) SEM images of fiber bundles with
different average fiber diameter. Images were taken under 1000x magnification
(scale bar = 10 tm). (d) (f) The distribution of fiber orientation within bundles
corresponding to SEM images (a) - (c), respectively, determined by image analysis.
We used the angle between the molecular axis and the fiber axis, , determined
according to Equation (2-1) to approximate the angle between the unit of the
aggregate and the fiber axis, C, in Equation (5-2) of Ward's single phase aggregate
model. The values of Sn, S3s, S23 (= -v13 S33, where v1s is a Poisson's ratio), and S44 for
the molecular unit were treated as fitting parameters using a constrained linear
least squares method in the optimization toolbox in MATLAB to obtain the best
representation of our experimental data for fiber modulus versus fiber diameter,
subject to the constraints that S33 is smaller than S11 and S44, and v1s is assumed to be
0.5. The values obtained are Sn = 0.544 GPa-1, S3 = 0.07 GPa-1, S13 = -0.035 GPa-1 (or
V13 = 0.5), and S44 = 0.341 GPa-1. These values were then used to convert the
measured molecular orientation within a bundle to an effective fiber modulus for
each of the ten bundles reported in Table 5-6. The results are shown by unfilled
circles in Figure 5-8(a) and listed in Table 5-7. Mechanical anisotropy due to the
effect of molecular orientation on stiffness of amorphous fibers is represented well
by Ward's aggregate model. Moreover, the calculated Young's modulus is linearly
proportional to the Hencky strain [Eo(GPa) = 0.47-c = 0.94-ln(100/d(ptm))], which
supports the explanation that the greater extensional strain (E) associated with
smaller diameter fibers (d) gives rise to increased molecular alignment, which in
turn is associated with higher axial stiffness (Eo).
5.4 Concluding Remarks
We have studied the dependence of fiber modulus and yield strength for
individual electrospun PA 6(3)T fibers on the diameter of the fibers. As the diameter
of a PA 6(3)T fiber decreases below 500 nm, the Young's modulus increases; in
particular, when the diameter drops to 170 nm, the Young's modulus of the fiber
increases to 2 times that of fibers with 3.6 im diameter. The trend was found to be a
consequence of structural anisotropy within the fiber associated with molecular
orientation. This conclusion is supported by polarized FTIR measurements and by
subsequent modeling using Ward's single-phase aggregate model, which explains
the effect of orientation on elastic properties. Similarly, the fiber yield stress also
increases as fiber diameter decreases below one micron, with a factor of 2 increase
observed comparing 170 nm fibers with 3.6 pm fibers. The most likely cause of
enhanced molecular orientation in smaller diameter fibers is that they have
undergone greater extensional deformation during the electrospinning process.
Most of this chapter has been published in Ref. [42].
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Chapter 6 Microstructural Modeling of the Elastic Modulus of
Electrospun Nonwoven Fiber Meshes
6.1 Introduction
Electrospun nonwoven fabrics can be used in many applications that benefit
from a high surface area and porous fibrous structure, such as filtration materials,
fuel cell membranes, catalytic systems, and sensors [2-3]. Mechanical integrity is
particularly of concern in the usage of these mats. Although many experimental and
theoretical studies on mechanical properties have been conducted on nonwoven
fabrics, especially for traditional ones, no systematic and comprehensive studies
that can be easily applied to mats comprising relatively small electrospun fibers
have been carefully done. For example, the fiber below a critical diameter, such as
500 nm for poly(trimethyl hexamethylene terephthalamide) (PA 6(3)T) [4], exhibits
enhanced Young's modulus and yield stress compared to microscale fibers.
According to Jearanaisilawong [5], models of nonwoven fabrics can be
categorized into four main approaches. These four approaches are: (i) an idealized
composite model of homogenous continuum components without considering the
structure of the material at fiber level; (ii) a composite structure consisting of many
continuum components to represent the idealized elements of the fabric structure;
(iii) a complex fiber network structure to capture the macroscopic response of the
fabric from the interactions between the components of the structure at the fiber
and bond level; and (iv) a both continuum- and microstructually-based approach
that uses a representative volume element of the material to homogenize the
macroscopic response of nonwoven fabrics [6,7]. The requirement of moderate
computational expense for practical usage and acceptable prediction for rational
physical features of fibers motivates us to choose the microstructurally-based
continuum approach.
In the experimental part, uniaxial tensile testing of nonwoven fabrics is usually
performed as an assurance of their mechanical performance [8-11]. The reported
Young's modulus is calculated from the slope of the stress-strain curve, where the
engineering stress, the force divided by the initial cross sectional area, is usually
used. In that case, to measure the thickness of a soft material accurately with contact
methods (e.g. simply using a micrometer) is an issue because the thickness of soft
materials is a function of applied pressure. Therefore, the thickness should be
reported under a certain pressure, which is usually not the case when people report
the thickness of the nonwoven fabrics. A more reliable way to report the stress for
nonwoven fabrics is to report force per unit width of the fabric, also called the
membrane modulus, and the mass per unit area of fabric, also called the basis
weight, which is a typical way to report stress data on nonwoven fabrics in industry.
Reporting values in terms of membrane modulus and basis weight, rather than the
traditional elastic modulus and fabric density, circumvents the error-prone
determination of fabric thickness. Basis weight is defined as weight per area (width
x length), and can be equal to the product of multiplying the apparent density of the
mat (density of the fiber x volume fraction of the fibers) times the thickness of the
mat.
We present a relatively simple model that can relate the Young's modulus of
single fibers to their nonwoven fabrics, and vice versa, focusing on electrospun
polymeric fibers for experimental validation. Two quantitative microstructure-
based models that relate the Young's modulus of these fabrics to that of the fibers
are considered, one assuming straight fibers and the other allowing for sinuous
fibers. This study is particularly important for meshes comprising fibers because of
the recent discovery of an enhanced size effect on their Young's modulus as well as
the tendency towards a curving nature. The governing factors that affect the
mechanical properties of nonwoven mats are the fiber network, fiber curvature,
intrinsic fiber properties, and fiber-fiber junctions.
6.2 Theoretical Section
6.2.1. Nonwoven Fabric Model for Straight Fibers
The constitutive model for a two-dimensional network of fibers of nonwoven
mats is developed here using a 4-fiber construction as the representative volume
element (RVE) [6,7], as shown in Figure 6-1. Individual fibers are allowed to rotate
and to extend or compress. The torsional resistance comes from the junction
stiffness and the effective influence of laterally oriented fibers which also restrict
rotation of other fibers, and it is shown schematically in Figure 6-1 by a spring with
a torsional potential kjunction (similar to the spring constant in Hooke's law, but in
terms of the change in angle instead of in length).
2b
Figure 6-1. Schematic of a 4-fiber model with square region (2ax2b) representing
the RVE before deformation and the rectangular region (2Xiax2A2b) representing
the RVE after deformation.
A strain energy density function is constructed for this 4-fiber model using the
macroscopic deformation gradient to capture the force-extension behaviors of
fibers. The macroscopic deformation gradient is:
F2 =Ox=[1 2 - = = 1 (6-1)
2 X F21 F22 0 2
where x is the deformed position of a material point, X is the reference position, and
At is one of the two principle stretches within the plane.
The stretch ratio of fibers is: Af = (6-2)
where ro is the initial fiber length between junctions, r is the deformed fiber length,
and O = tan- (a/b) is the angle between the initial fiber orientation and the lateral
axis.
The strain energy is: uf = kroQ -1( (6-3)
2
where kf is the fiber axial stiffness in units of force per unit length.
The strain energy density for the RVE containing 4 fibers (A, A', B, and B') is
u* uro =u, +U (6-4)
n [(i= ) _ 2
where u is the areal density (number of fibers per unit area), and Ujunction is the strain
energy that captures resistance of fiber rotation [13], here arising from both the
junction rotational stiffness as well as the influence of lateral fibers in restrictively
rotation.
The Cauchy stress tensors can be calculated from the following equations:
1 _(u__ 4iTi=7 FT +L nC.ky,( -0 ; (-5a)
T= !( F T+ nn k. (0-00) C =0 (6-5b)T2C22 22 j uction Junction( 0 O 6 a 0J ik2
where J = det (F) = Al2z is the ratio of deformed area to original area, njunction is the
number density of junctions per unit area within the network, and kjunction is the
effective torsional stiffness, with the unit of J/rad2 . Because no restriction is
imposed on deformation in the lateral direction, T2 is identically equal to zero. This
Tz = 0 conclusion provides the equation needed to determine kjunction.
The derivatives of the chain angle with respect to the principal stretches can be
expressed as
d cos'I 2'J A2 (6-6a)
C- cos-, A2/d,2 +4 
_2
a2 csj a2 2+ (6-6b)
By using Equation (6-5b), we can substitute njunctionkunction in Equation (6-5a)
with a function containing the principal stretches and the angle.
Young's modulus of the nonwoven fabric can be derived from the first derivative
of the Cauchy stress in Equation (6-5) with the principal stretch in the uniaxial
direction:
, oT kr22E,=- = r t 4 (sink20f) +(sin(20ccosc) (6-7)
mat 1 2 =1 mat
where tmat represents the thickness of nonwoven mats.
For a nonwoven mesh of randomly oriented fibers, the two-dimensional
ensemble average value for (sin2 0 = (cos2 0)2 =1/4, giving 0 = 450, so that:
vkr2
E,= (6-8)
2tma
The relation between kf and the Young's modulus of single fibers, Ef, is:
E, A, E, Id 4)
k - 4 (6-9)
ro r
where Af is the cross sectional area of a fiber, and d is the fiber diameter.
The relation between v and the porosity of the nonwoven mat, <p, is:
V,0 mI p (b.w.)/ p, NAfro vAfro
t - = = - (6-10)Vmat Wmat Lmat mat mat WatLmatmt tmat
where Vf and Vmat are the volume of solid fibers alone and of the nonwoven mat,
respectively. Further, m is the sample weight, pf is the material density of the fibers,
Wmat is the width of the nonwoven mat, Lmat is the length of the nonwoven mat, b.w.
is the basis weight of the sample, and N is the total number of fibers in the
nonwoven mat.
We substitute Equation (6-9) and (6-10) into Equation (6-8) to replace
parameters kf and v by parameters that can be measured easily:
E--2p t 2pf AF (6-11)(b.w.) (b.w.) W.tA- elas tic
100
We measure the width, length, and weight of the nonwoven sample with known
material density of the fibers. Once the elastic region of mechanical testing is
obtained, the Young's modulus of fibers can be estimated by Equation (6-11).
6.2.2. Nonwoven Fabric Model for Sinuous Fibers
Up to this point, all fibers have been assumed to be straight, responding to an
imposed deformation by changing length and rotating in response to the applied
force. However, electrospun fibers generally are observed by SEM to have some
degree of curvature [14]. Such fibers can respond to deformation by bending or
unbending. A modified version of the foregoing model that includes consideration of
bending or unbending on the change of fiber stiffness is shown in Figure 6-2.
K
P L
X.i
ti
.. .
Figure 6-2. (left) Schematic of a curving fiber with a radius of curvature R1, and a
straight fiber with infinite curvature and fiber length 2L, under the same loading
force P; (right) cross-section of a fiber with diameter d, and arbitrary t = sinx -d/2.
First, the force and moment balances for the sinuous fiber segment are
expressed by the following equations:
Force balance: Kcos(a-y)+Vsin(a-y) =P (6-12a)
Ksin(a-y) = Vcos(a-y) (6-12b)
Moment balance: M = Rcos(a-- y)- R -L (6-13)
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where K and V are the axial and transverse forces acting on the fiber, P is the applied
load, a = arcsin(L /R), and y is an arbitrary angle. M is the moment, R2 is the radius
of curvature, and 2L is the distance between two adjacent junction points.
From Equation (6-12a) and (6-12b), we find:
K = Pcos(a - y) (6-14)
We also need to formulate the axial stress distribution across any cross-section
of the fiber in order to calculate the strain energy.
Mt KAxial stress: o-axial = + - (6-15)
I Af
where M varies along the fiber as described by Equation (6-13), t is shown in Fig.2,
and I= rd4 /64. Note in particular that the second moment of area, I, is proportional
to the fourth power of fiber diameter, which indicates the tendency towards a curvy
nature because smaller fibers has smaller I, thus having smaller resistance to the
bending and deflection.
.
2 FM2t2 2MtK K 2
The strain energy is: U= f -dV l K 2 - +M2KdV+ (6-16)
v, 2EV 2E I IA, A,2
where dV = dAf(Rdy). After the integration, U= Pz#, where:
2E, I 4E, I E, I E, I 2E, A, 4E, A,
3UThe displacement can be calculated by 9 = = 2Pp8.
b P
As a result U = 02 1(4/8) = kerg5 2 /2, and the axial stiffness of sinuous fibers,
kCf =11(2#8).
We define the stiffness ratio (SR) as the ratios of the stiffness of a curved fiber to
the stiffness of a straight fiber of same end-to-end length as:
SR = Ecf - 2kcfL IA - 11(216) with 0 < SR 1 (6-18)
Ef 2 kfL / Af k,
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Note that Ef in Equation (11) becomes Ecf in Equation (6-18), which can be
rewritten as a function of only junction length (L), fiber diameter (d), and radius of
curvature (Ri):
SR= 1 
- (6.19)
8R asi +L8R R -L 2 32sR, -L 2 16R-L 2 )R asi + R2 -L 2 1 (619)
d2L R) d2 d2 d2L R) 2L R) 2R
As a limiting case: R, ->oo, a is very small and sina->a=L/R1 , and also
R >> L. Equation (6-19) turns out to be SR = 1, which is the case for straight fibers,
without any effect of bending on the SR.
6.3 Results and Discussion
PA 6(3)T was electrospun to form nonwoven fabrics consisting of homogeneous
and smooth fibers over a wide range of fiber diameters, from 113 nm to 3643 nm, as
shown in Figure 6-3. Results of the mechanical measurement for randomly
distributed nonwoven fabrics comprising different average fiber diameter were
listed in Table 6-1. At least four nonwoven fabrics were tested for each fiber
diameter. The basis weight, width of the sample (0.7 cm), and the elastic change of
force with strain (the value can be retrieved by calculating Emattmat-Wmat) were
measured, and can be found in Table 6-1. The material density of PA 6(3)T is known
to be 1.12 g/cm 3 [15].
The thickness of the nonwoven fabrics, tmat, can be measured by the micrometer
with a constant pressure, or calculated by using Equation (6-10) with the porosity
measured by the mercury penetrometer. In other words, we can either choose to
measure the porosity and calculate the tmat, or vice versa. The porosity for all
nonwoven fabrics is about 0.875 to 0.914 obtained from the calculation according to
the thickness measurement of the micrometer, and it is about 0.915 to 0.925 from
the porosity measurement of the mercury penetrometer. The porosity does not vary
much despite the mats comprising average fiber diameters ranging from 113 nm to
3643 nm, and shows only a little bit higher value for smaller fibers. According to the
work done by Pham et al. [16], they also observed a constant porosity for poly(E-
caprolactone)(PCL) microfiber scaffolds with average fiber diameters ranging from
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2 to 10 ptm. Also note that the slight discrepancy of measured porosity from
different techniques.
Figure 6-3. Representative SEM images of PA 6(3)T nonwoven fabrics with different
diameters (scale bar = 5 pm).
Previously, we investigated how the Young's modulus of a single electrospun
fiber depends on its diameter and found that small fibers below a critical diameter
have higher stiffness than large fibers. When we combine this size effect of fibers on
their nonwovens, The dependence of the Young's modulus of nonwoven fabrics on
fiber diameters is plotted in Figure 6-5(a), obtained from the force vs strain data for
nonwoven fabrics of known sample width and thickness. The error bar corresponds
to one standard deviation, due to the variation between samples. Remarkably, Emat
is observed to decrease slightly with decreasing fiber diameter. This contrasts with
the mechanical measurements of single fibers, reported previously in Chap 5 as well
as in [4] and shown as the filled diamond symbols in Figure 6-5(b), in which it was
observed that the smaller fibers are notably stiffer. Using Equation (6-11) for the
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model for straight fibers, the fiber modulus Ecf can be calculated; the resulting
values are listed in Table 6-1. We plot Ecf calculated from Equation (6-11) in Figure
6-5(b), as shown in the filled triangular symbols, and compare with data obtained
from the direct measurement of each single fiber. We found that the Young's moduli
of fibers derived from the measurement of nonwoven fabrics fall below the values
measured and reported previously. This discrepancy indicates that the simple
model based on straight fibers does not capture all the major factors implicated in
the expression of elastic modulus of nonwoven fabrics to nanofibers.
Table 6-1: Data for the modified model for fibers with curvature and the results
d (pm) (kg/ 2) (m) Emat (MPa) R, (ptm) # L (pm) SR Ecf (Gpa) Ef (Gpa) Eward (Gpa)
0.113 0.0031 28 53±11 15.4 0.90 1.67 0.15 1.05±0.11 6.83 6.38
0.128 0.0031 27 49±7 17.7 0.90 1.89 0.16 0.98±0.14 6.21 6.26
0.143 0.0019 17 51±15 20.0 0.90 2.11 0.16 1.01±0.31 6.25 6.16
0.170 0.0051 45 56±2 24.2 0.90 2.50 0.17 1.12±0.05 6.69 5.99
0.288 0.0090 79 48±7 43.5 0.90 4.21 0.19 0.95±0.13 5.03 5.50
0.385 0.0097 85 51±10 60.0 0.90 5.59 0.20 1.00±0.20 4.93 5.23
0.407 0.0139 122 55±13 63.8 0.90 5.90 0.21 1.08±0.25 5.25 5.17
0.612 0.0220 191 47±6 100.3 0.90 8.77 0.23 0.92±0.25 4.01 4.79
0.800 0.0110 89 58±4 135.1 0.90 11.33 0.25 1.06±0.09 4.27 4.54
1.040 0.0091 77 52±3 180.7 0.89 14.53 0.27 0.99±0.06 3.66 4.29
1.290 0.0052 43 70±9 229.5 0.89 17.76 0.29 1.32±0.16 4.53 4.09
1.387 0.0113 94 69±14 248.7 0.89 18.99 0.30 1.28±0.26 4.27 4.02
1.750 0.0127 104 61±9 321.8 0.89 23.46 0.33 1.11±0.16 3.38 3.80
1.840 0.0136 111 57±8 340.3 0.89 24.54 0.34 1.04±0.15 3.10 3.76
1.910 0.0143 116 66±9 354.6 0.89 25.38 0.34 1.19±0.16 3.49 3.72
1.960 0.0131 106 60±9 365.0 0.89 25.97 0.34 1.08±0.17 3.13 3.70
2.240 0.0126 101 54±14 423.2 0.89 29.22 0.37 0.96±0.25 2.62 3.57
2.396 0.0145 115 71±9 456.1 0.89 30.98 0.38 1.26±0.17 3.34 3.51
3.643 0.0399 297 89±12 725.9 0.88 44.06 0.46 1.49±0.20 3.20 3.11
As is apparent from Figure 6-3 and similar images of nanofiber nonwoven
fabrics, the fibers are distinctly
diameter. Therefore, the original
sinuous, especially when the fibers are small in
four-fiber model is modified by replacing straight
fiber elements with sinuous fiber elements. As shown by Equation (6-18) and
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Equation (6-19), the actual Young's modulus of fibers is equal to that predicted by
Equation (6-11) divided by the stiffness ratio. Three additional characteristics of the
nonwoven mat are required: the through-space distance between consecutive
junctions along a fiber (2L), and the radius of curvature (Ri).
For purposes of this work, these characteristics are measured manually from
SEM images as shown in Figure 6-4 and averaged over at least 300 measurements
per image, with 5 images per sample; automation of this procedure can be readily
envisioned. The radius of curvature is determined by tracing visually along a fiber
and taking the coordinates of three points where the fiber appears to cross, or form
a junction with, another fiber. Then, these three points were used to construct a
circle, from which the radius of curvature is obtained. The average radius of
curvature was calculated from about 300 circles per sample, and for 5 samples of
different average fiber diameter. The results can be described by a logarithmic
function, as shown in Figure 6-5 and the following equation, in order to be applied
to all fiber diameters, as listed in Table 6-1.
RI =d 0 9 4 exp(5.153) (6-20)
Figure 6-4. Schematic illustration of the radius of curvature (R1), the distance
between the adjacent junctions (2L), and the diameter of fibers (d).
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However, the determination of the distance between adjacent junctions (2L)
is very subjective because several layers of the nonwoven fabric were viewed in
SEM instead of only a coplanar layer of it. The image involves the depth of field, and
the layers viewed depend on fiber size, so it is hard to tell if the cross point is a true
junction or not. Using the naked eye is apparently not a good way to distinguish
junction points in SEM images, but we tried our best to distinguish junction points in
SEM images that way and the results are plotted in Figure 6-5(b). At the same time,
an equation for the calculation of the mean pore radius [17] was used to
approximate the half distance between the adjacent junctions, L.
d( -r (
L= -|I + |(6-21)
4 ( 2log#)
We find that L calculated from Equation (6-21) is larger than what we
measured in SEM images. This can be attributed to the possibility that the junction
points judged by the naked eye might not be true junction points, thus
underestimating the L. Therefore, we choose to use L from Equation (6-21) instead
of L from Figure 6-6(b). The results of the derived Young's modulus of fibers, Ef,
based on the model for fibers with curvature, listed in Table 6-1 and plotted in
Figure 6-6(b) by open triangles, now approach what we measured from the single
fiber. Note that L in Equation (6-25) is very sensitive to the porosity, <p. Therefore,
we used a reasonable range of porosity (0.88-0.90), and assumed a linear
dependence on fiber diameter (0.90 for the smallest fibers and 0.88 for the largest
fibers) in order to reasonably predict the Young's modulus of single fibers. Other
than that, no fitting parameters were used in our models. In order to further verify
the model, we calculate the SR for the size of commercial fiber, -10 pm. SR equals
0.78, which is reasonable to overlook compared to that of the relatively small
electrospun fibers.
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Figure 6-5. Dependence of (a) Young's modulus of nonwoven fabrics on fiber
diameter, and (b) Young's modulus of single fibers on fiber diameter. Filled
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diamonds represent experimental data in uniaxial extension; open circles represent
values obtained from molecular orientation measurements using Ward's aggregate
model [4]. Filled triangles represent derived Young's modulus of the single fiber
from mat data assuming straight fibers, and open triangles represent that assuming
sinuous fibers.
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Figure 6-6. The logarithmic relation of (a) radius of the curvature and fiber
diameter; (b) distance between adjacent junctions and fiber diameter.
6.4 Concluding Remarks
We conducted a systematic study on the dependence of the Young's modulus of
nonwoven fabrics on fiber diameters, and found that the nonwoven fabric
comprising smaller fibers does not show enhanced Young's modulus compared to
larger fibers. We identified three important parameters, which are the fiber
diameter, radius of the curvature, and the junction length, which significantly affect
the Young's modulus of nonwoven fabrics. We can modify our process of
electrospinning in order to change any of these parameters. For example, we can try
to fuse or weld the fibers by thermal treatment or residual solvent in order to
decrease the junction length. This study provides us simple analytical equations to
calculate the Young's modulus of fibers by measuring properties of the nonwoven
fabrics, which is useful for the nanofibers due to the current instrument load cell
limitation and difficulty of tiny sample handling by human.
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Chapter 7 Conclusions and Recommendation
7.1 Conclusions
Experimental confirmation of electrospun fibers exhibiting a smooth fiber
surface and porous interior has not been reported, because such morphologies are
easy to overlook by conventional SEM analysis of the fibers, yet will dramatically
affect any attempt to rationalize fiber properties. For this reason, it is important to
understand the conditions under which such morphologies may arise. From this
standing point, we discovered a way to tailor the structures and the topographies of
electrospun fibers by investigating the competition among three characteristic
times during the process of electrospinning: the drying time, the buckling time, and
the phase separation time. The quantitative equations for these characteristic times
are provided in this thesis for people to be able to design the desirable structures
and topographies of the electrospun fibers, such as smooth and solid fibers; smooth
and porous fibers; buckled and solid fibers; and buckled and porous fibers. These
electrospun fibers can have a different degree of void volume fraction within the
fiber and/or a different critical wave number and wavelength on the wrinkled
topographies by varying the fluid properties (e.g. the molecular weight of the
polymer, the concentration of the polymer solution, pure or mixed solvent, any
additives in the solution) and processing parameters (e.g. the flow rate, electric
field, and the environment for the electrospinning).
We conducted a systematic study on the dependence of the Young's modulus of
both amorphous nylon single fibers and nonwoven fabrics on fiber diameters. We
found the size effect on the Young's modulus of single fibers and explained the trend
by the anisotropy induced by the molecular orientation. However, we found that the
nonwoven fabric comprising smaller fibers does not show enhanced Young's
modulus compared to larger fibers. A quantitative micromechanical model was
established to relate the Young's modulus of single fibers to their nonwoven fabrics
by assuming all electrospun fibers are straight. However, this model is insufficient to
capture all the major factors implicated in the expression of elastic modulus of
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nonwoven fabrics to fibers and cannot give us a good prediction for the Young's
modulus of the single fiber from the measurement of the nonwoven fabrics. This
discrepancy leads us to further examine the fiber network and then realize that
electrospun fibers generally are observed by SEM to have some degree of curvature.
A modified model for the sinuous fibers was then established, and it can predict the
relation between the Young's modulus of the single fiber and the nonwoven fabrics
well. We identified three important parameters from this modified model, which are
the fiber diameter, radius of the curvature, and the junction length. These key
parameters can significantly affect the Young's modulus of nonwoven fabrics. From
this finding, we can modify our process of electrospinning or perform some post-
treatment on the nonwoven fabrics in order to change any of these parameters and
to achieve desirable mechanical performance.
7.2 Recommendation for Future Work
The future work of this study is categorized into three topics: structures (porous
fibers), topographies (wrinkle fibers), and size (nanofibers).
7.2.1 Porous Fibers
In the future work, the void size, void shape, void volume fraction, and the
distribution of voids inside the fibers should be investigated by varying
polymer/solvent/nonsolvent systems, thus varying the behavior of phase
separation. For those porous fibers we made from the PS/DMF/Water system, they
are lightweight and can be used in the thermal insulation because the thermal
conductivity of air is about an order of magnitude lower than polymer. In this case,
only the void volume fraction matters. However, if the goal is to create highly porous
lightweight carbon structures for the hydrogen storage devices, the surface areas
has to be larger than 3700 m2/g (for achieving the target of department of energy
(DOE), 6.5 wt% hydrogen to carbon at 100 atm and room temperature), which
needs the pore size smaller than 0.6 nm if only one layer of hydrogen is adsorbed on
the carbon surface. In this case, block copolymer should be considered here because
the phase separation domain is smaller and can be around 1-5 nm. If the selective
dissolution (to remove one domain of the polymer) followed carbonization and/or
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graphitization are done on electrospun fibers of these block copolymer fibers,
nanoporous fibers should be obtained. Well defined pores of nanoporous fibers with
controllable size can be achieved with more efforts. Sequential surface modification
to allow multi-layer adsorption of hydrogen on the carbon surface should be
considered as well.
7.2.2 Wrinkled Fibers
For the advanced control of surface topographies, the technique of coaxial
electrospinning can be applied, and particular polymers in the core and the shell can
be selected to vary the ratio of the Young's modulus between them (Ec and Es). Also,
the radius of the resulting fibers (a) and the thickness of the shell (t) can be varied
by changing the operating parameters. For example, choose glassy polymers as both
shell and core makes Ec/E - 1, whereas choose glassy polymers as shell and
elastomer as core makes Ec/Es - 0.001. In addition, by controlling the flow rate of
polymer solution in coaxial electrospinning or the concentration of each component,
we can change the ratio of a/t. Note the miscibility of the solvents used for the shell
and core solution in electrospinning will affect the formed interface between these
two polymers in fibers.
Bio-antifouling is a possible application for these wrinkle fibers. The adhesion
related to the number of attachment points between the size of the organisms and
the characteristic topographic dimensions of the fibers can be studied
systematically.
7.2.3 Nanofibers
In previous work, the size effect was found in amorphous electrospun nylon
fibers. Smaller fibers show stiffer mechanical behavior than their bulk materials due
to the increasing molecular level orientation within the fibers with decreasing fiber
diameter. Further study on semicrystalline polymer should be established in order
to understand the effect of the degree of crystalline with decreasing fiber diameter.
Once the influence of molecular orientation and crystalline can be fully investigated,
the size effect can be explained for electrospun polymeric fibers. Other unforeseen
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factors affecting the properties of fibers might be discovered through the progress
of the study.
These nanofibers can be used as the reinforcement in nanocomposites. If the
reflective index is matched between the matrix and the nanofibers (better <100
nm), the transparent composites can be made. These nanofibers can also be used as
the masks to block the small hazardous particle (such as particles with the radiation,
but even the small particle itself is a hazard), virus, and pollen. Not only the pore
size between interconnected nonwoven fabrics is smaller enough to block the
particles, but these nanofibers can be modified with additional surface treatment to
trap these particles.
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Appendix I: Modified Equations for Mercury Porosimetry
Mercury Porosimetry Default Approach for Porosity Calculation (BAD):
The mercury porosimetry uses the following sensitive equation for porosity
calculation, which can easily give us porosity over 100% (not correct) unless we
weight everything accurately. Take one of my measurements for example.
Porosity= intrusion volume _ intrusion volume
nonwoven bulk volume penetrometer volume - mercury volume
Total intrusion volume/g * sample weight
penetrometer volume (from the table in manual) - mercury weight / mercury density
Total intrusion volume/g * sample weight
penetrometer volume (from the table in manual) - (Assembly weight - Pen. weight - Sample weight)/ mercury density
9.1964 mL/g * 0.0078 g
3.1188 mL - (103.8251-62.5831-0.0078) g / 13.5335 g/mL
0.9966
The numbers used here are from the figure below with yellow color highlighted:
Sample ID: peoran actual
Operator: Pai
Submitter:
File: C:\9500\DATA\000-621.SMP
LP Analysis Time: 6/8/2009 2:17:49PM Sample Weight: 0.0078 g
HP Analysis Time: 6/8/2009 7:19:39PM Correction Type: None
Report Time: 6/8/2009 7:19:40PM Show Neg. Int: No
Summary Report
Penetrometer parameters
Penetrometer: 14-0965 - 3 Bulb, 0.412 Stem, Powder
Pen. Constant: 11.117 pLJpF Pen. Weight: 62.5831 g
Stem Volume: 0.4120 mL Max. Head Pressure: 4.6800 psia
Pen. Volume: 3.1188 mL Assembly Weight: 103.8251 g
Hg Parameters
Adv. Contact Angle: 140.000 degrees Rec. Contact Angle: 140.000 degrees
Hg Surface Tension: 480.000 dynes/cm Hg Density: 13.5335 g/mL
user Parameters
Param 1: 0.000 Param 2: 0.000 Param 3: 0.000
Low Pressure:
Evacuation Pressure: 50 VmHg
Evacuation Time: 5 mins
Mercury Filling Pressure: 0.53 psia
Equilibration Rate: 0.030 pug/s
High Pressure:
Equilibration Rate: 0.030 liLg/s
No Blank Correction
(From Pressure 0.10 to 60000.00 psia)
Intrusion Data Summary
Total Intrusion Volume - 9.1964 mUg
Total Pore Area = 9.159 m2/g
Median Pore Diameter (Volume) - 40.0072 pm
Median Pore Diameter (Area) - 0.6834 pm
Average Pore Diameter (4V/A) = 4.0165 pm
Bulk Density at 0.53 psia = 0.1084 g/mL
Apparent (skeletal) Density = 32.0512 g/mL
Porosity - 99.6619%
Stem Volume Used = 18 % ""
From the equation, we know that the weight measurement of the sample,
assembly and penetrometer (pen.) should be very accurate. Note that the mercury
density will change with the temperature. We need to make sure this number is also
accurate too. If I measured my sample weight as 0.0079 g (only 0.0001 g differ from
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my original number, and the current scale cannot measure this digit very accurate).
Now we found that the porosity is greater than 100%:
Porosity = 9.1964 mL/g * 0.0079 g3.1188 mL - (103.8251-62.5831-0.0079) g / 13.5335 g/mL
1.0093
So, the poor equation used by the machine is not a best choice for the calculation of
porosity.
Another Approach (BETTER):
Another better approach (just rearrange the equation listed above):
Porosity= 1- fiber actual volume 1
nonwoven bulk volume (intrusion volume + fiber actual volume) / fiber actual volume
1 + nrso 1
1 + intrusion volume / fiber actual volume
1 + (total intrusion volume/g)* (sample weight) / fiber actual volume
= 1-
1 + (total intrusion volume/g)* sample density
- 1 -11 + 9.1964 mL/g* 1.12 g/mL
= 0.9115
To use this equation, we need to know or assume the density of the polymer.
This equation gives us better estimation, at least, the porosity is always smaller than
100%. Also, the porosity calculated from this equation is similar to what I measured
using gravity method for thickness (-3% difference) with a constant pressure
applied on the sample.
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Appendix II: Matlab Codes for Spinodal and Binodal Curves of
Ternary Phase Separation
(1) Data for spinodal curve:
%% Nonsolvent(1)/Solvent(2)/Polymer(3) Ternary System
function iflag-main =spinodal();
clear all; clc; close all;
iflagmain = 0; format long;
%% 1. Initialization
% The molar volume of the Nonsolvent/Solvent/Polymer ternary system.
global nsvol
nsvol=18; % Assume the nonsolvent is water, so the molar volume is 18 cm^3/mole.
global solvol
solvol=77.4; % DMF % Assume the solvent is also a small molecule, which has the same molar volume as the nonsolvent.
global polyvol
polyvol=266667; % Assume the polymer is only 5 times larger than the nonsolvent small molecule.
% Open a file to record the spinodal curve.
fid = fopen('aaa-spinodal.dat','w');
fprintf(fid,'Nonsolvent Polymer Solvent\n');
% error vector to double check if the solver gives correct answers at each interation.
error-phil=[O]; error-phi2=[0];
% Initialize the phi3 (the polymer) vector.
phi3_vect=linspace(0.08,0.7,200);
x-guess=[0.5]; % initial guess of phi2
options = optimset('TolFun',1e-6, 'Display','off', 'LargeScale','off');
%% 2. Calculate the spinodal
phians=zeros(length(phi3_vect),3);
for k=1:length(phi3_vect)
global phi3
phi3=phi3_vect(k);
[x,fval] = fsolve(@spinodal-calc,x-guess);
phi2=x;
phi1=1-phi3-phi2;
phians(k,1)=phil; phians(k,2)=phi2; phians(k,3)=phi3;
fprintf(fid,'%f\t%f\t/of\n',phil,phi3,phi2);
if (phil<=O)I(phil>=1)
error-phil=[errorphil k];
end
if (phi2<=O) I(phi2>=1)
error-phi2=[error-phi2 k];
end
x-guess=x;
end
phians(:,1); phians(:,2); phians(:,3);
fclose(fid);
% Display the error message
display(error-phil), display(error-phi2),
iflag-main=1;
return;
function [fval]=spinodal-cac(x)
fval = zeros(size(x));
phi2=x(1);
global phi3
phi1=1-phi3-phi2;
% Input: The interaction parameters of ternary system: \chi (or called g).
% The parameters could be concentration dependent.
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u1=phi1/(phil+phi2); u2=phi2/(phil+phi2);
gl2=0.5+0.04*u2+0.8*u2A2-1. 2*u2A 3+0.8*u 2A 4 ; g13=2.2; g23=0.497;
% Derivatives
dg12_du2=0.04+2*0.8*u2-1.2*3*u2A2+0.8*4*u2A3; ddgl2_ddu2=2*0.8-1.2*3*2*u2+0.8*4*3*u2A2;
dgl3_dphi3=0; ddgl3_ddphi3=0;
dg23_dphi3=0; ddg23_ddphi3=0;
global nsvol
global solvol
global polyvol
G22=1/phil+nsvol/solvol/phi2-2*g12+2*(u1-u2)*dg12_du2+u1*u2*ddg12_ddu2;
G23=1/phi1-(g12+g13)+nsvol/solvol*g23+u2*(u1-2*u2)*dg12_du2+u1*u2*u2*ddg12_ddu2-
phi3*dg13_dphi3+nsvol/solvol*phi3*dg23_dphi3;
G33=1/phi1+nsvol/polyvol/phi3-2*g13-2*u2^ 2*(1-u)*dg12_du2+u1*u2^3*ddg12_ddu2+2*(phi1-phi3)*dg13_dphi3+
phi1*phi3*ddg13_ddphi3+2*nsvol/solvol*dg23_dphi3+nsvol/solvol*phi2*phi3*ddg23_ddphi3;
fval(1)=G22*G33-G23*G23;
return;
(2) Data for binodal curve:
%% Nonsolvent(1)/Solvent(2)/Polymer(3) Ternary System
function iflag-main =binodal();
clear all;
iflag-main = 0; format long;
%% 1. Initialization
% The molar volume of the Nonsolvent/Solvent/Polymer ternary system.
global nsvol
nsvol=18; % Assume the nonsolvent is water, so the molar volume is 18 cmA3/mole.
global solvol
solvol=77.4; % Assume the solvent is also a small molecule, which has the same molar volume as the nonsolvent.
global polyvol
polyvol=266667; % Assume the polymer is only ? times larger than the nonsolvent small molecule.
% Open a file to record the spinodal curve.
% A: polymer-rich and B:polymer-poor
fid = fopen('aaabinodal.dat','w');
fprintf(fid,'NonsolventA PolymerA SolventA NonsolventB PolymerB SolventB\n');
% error vector to double check if the solver gives correct answers at each interation.
errorphilA=[0]; error.phi2A=[0];
% Initialize the phi3B (the polymer) vector.
N1=200;N2=200;
phi3B vectl=linspace(0.0000000002,0.00000001,N1);
for i=1:N2
phi3B.vectl=[phi3Bvectl 0]
end
phi3Bvect2=linspace(0.000000001,0.05,N2);
for i=1:N1
phi3B.vect2=[0 phi3B-vect2];
end
phi3Bvect=phi3B-vectl+phi3B-vect2;
x-guess=[0.98 0.01 0.8]; % initial guess of phi2B, phi2A, phi3A
options = optimset('TolFun',le-6,'Display','off, 'LargeScale','off);
%% 2. Calculate the binodal
phians=zeros(length(phi3Bvect),6);
for k=1:length(phi3B.vect)
global phi3B
phi3B=phi3B-vect(k);
[x,fval] = fsolve(@binodalscalc,x-guess);
phi2B=x(1); phi2A=x(2); phi3A=x(3);
phi1B=1-phi3B-phi2B; phi1A=1-phi3A-phi2A;
phians(k,1)=philA; phians(k,2)=phi2A; phians(k,3)=phi3A;
phians(k,4)=phi1B; phians(k,5)=phi2B; phians(k6)=phi3B;
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fprintf(fid,'%f\tf\tfot\t%f\tf/ot\tO/of\n',philA,phi3A,phi2A,phi1B,phi3B,phi2B);
if (phi1A<=O)|(phi1A>=1)
error-philA=[error-philA k];
end
if (phi2A<=O) I (phi2A>=1)
errorphi2A=[errorphi2A k];
end
x-guess=x;
end
phians(:,1); phians(:,2); phians(:,3); phians(:,4); phians(:,5); phians(:,6);
fclose(fid);
% Display the error message
display(error-philA), display(error-phi2A),
iflag-main=1;
return;
function [fval]=binodalcalc(x)
fval = zeros(size(x));
phi2B=x(1); phi2A=x(2); phi3A=x(3);
global phi3B
phi1B=1-phi3B-phi2B; phi1A=1-phi3A-phi2A;
% Input: The interaction parameters of ternary system: \chi (or called g).
% The parameters could be concentration dependent.
ulA=philA/(philA+phi2A); u2A=phi2A/(phi1A+phi2A);
ulB=philB/(philB+phi2B); u2B=phi2B/(philB+phi2B);
g12A=0.5+0.04*u2A+0.8*u2AA2-1.2*u2AA3+0.8*u2AA4; g13=2.2; g23=0.497;
g12B=0.5+0.04*u2B+0.8*u2BA2-1.2*u2BA3+0.8*u2BA4;
% Derivatives
dgl2_du2A=0.04+2*0.8*u2A-1.2*3*u2AA2+0.8*4*u2AA3; dg12_du2B=0.04+2*0.8*u2B-1.2*3*u2B^2+0.8*4*u2B^3;
dgl3_dphi3A=O; dgl3_dphi3B=O;
dg23_dphi3A=O; dg23_dphi3B=O;
global nsvol
global solvol
global polyvol
delta-mu 1A=log(phil1A) + 1-phil1A-nsvol/solvol*phi2A-nsvol/polyvol* phi3A+ (g 12A*phi2A+g 13 *phi3A) *(phi2A+phi 3A) ...
-g23*nsvol/solvol*phi2A*phi3A-u1A*u2A*phi2A*dg12_du2A-philA*phi3A^2*dg13_dphi3A-
nsvol/solvol*phi2A*phi3AA2*dg23_dphi3A;
delta-mu 1B =log(phi 1B) + 1-phi 1B-nsvol/solvol*phi2 B-nsvol/polyvol*phi 3B+ (g 12B*phi2 B+g1 3*phi3 B) *(phi2 B+phi3 B) ...
-g23*nsvol/solvol*phi2B*phi3B-u1B*u2B*phi2B*dg12_du2B-phi1B*phi3B^2*dg13_dphi3B-
nsvol/solvol*phi2B*phi3BA2*dg23_dphi3B;
delta-mu2A=log(phi2A)+1-phi2A-solvol/nsvol*phi1A-
solvol/polyvol*phi3A+(g12A*(solvol/nsvol)*philA+g23*phi3A)*(phi1A+phi3A)...
-g 13*solvol/nsvol*phi 1A*phi3A+u 1A*u2A*(solvol/nsvol) *phi 1A*dg1 2_du2A- (solvol/nsvol) *phi 1A*phi3A^A2*dg13_dphi3A-
phi2A*phi3AA2*dg23_dphi3A;
delta-mu2B=log(phi2B)+1-phi2B-solvol/nsvol*philB-
solvol/polyvol*phi3B+(gl2B*(solvol/nsvol)*philB+g23*phi3B)*(philB+phi3B)...
-g1 3*solvol/nsvol*phi1 B*phi3 B+u1 B*u2B*(solvol/nsvol)*phi1B*dg1 2_du2 B-(solvol/nsvol)*phi1 B*phi3 B^A2*dg13_dphi3B-
phi2B*phi3BA2*dg23_dphi3B;
deltamu3A=log(phi3A)+1-phi3A-polyvol/nsvol*philA-
polyvol/solvol*phi2A+(g13*(polyvol/nsvol)*philA+g23*(polyvol/solvol)*phi2A)*(phi1A+phi2A)...
g1 2A*polyvol/nsvol*philA*phi2A+(polyvol/nsvol*phi 1A*dg1 3_dphi3A+polyvol/solvol*phi2A*dg2 3_dphi3A)*phi3A* (phi1A+
phi2A);
deltaimu3B=og(phi3B)+1-phi3B-polyvol/nsvol*phi1B-
polyvol/solvol*phi2B+(g13*(polyvol/nsvol)*philB+g23*(polyvol/solvol)*phi2B)*(phi1B+phi2B)...
g1 2B*polyvol/nsvol*philB*phi2B+(polyvol/nsvol*phi 1B*dg13_dphi3 B+polyvol/solvol*phi2B*dg23_dphi3 B)*phi3 B* (phi1 B+
phi2B);
fval(1)=deltamu1A-deltamu1B;
fval(2)=deltamu2A-delta_mu2B;
fval(3)=delta mu3A-deltamu3B;
return;
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Appendix III: Matlab Codes for Mass Transfer Paths
function iflag-main = diffusion-stiffness(N);
clear all; clc; close all;
iflagmain = 0; tic
fid = fopen('PSLORH5Og13e22_g23e49.txt','w');
% generate 1-D grid
N=40; x = linspace(0,1,N); dx = x(2) - x(1); nx = length(x);
% set vector of times at which to print answer
t_end = 0.0002; tspace = t-end; tvect=[0:tspace:tend]; Cons.dt=t-vect(end)-t~vect(end-1);
mins=1/60; ttot=ceil(1/tend*60*mins);
%%%%%%Cons.dt=tspace;
% constant
Cons.lol=1; Cons.lo2=0.94; Cons.lo3=1.05; % input density unit: g/cm^3
Cons.wl0=10^-20; Cons.w20=O.7; Cons.w30=1-Cons.w10-Cons.w20; % input weight fraction
Cons.phi_10=Cons.w10/Cons.lol/(Cons.w10/Cons.lo1+Cons.w20/Cons.lo 2 +Cons.w 30 /Cons.lo 3 );
Cons.phi_20=Cons.w20/Cons.lo2/(Cons.w10/Cons.lo+Cons.w2/Cons.lo 2 +Cons.w 3 /Cons.l o 3);
Cons.phi_30=1-Cons.phi_10-Cons.phi_20; % calculated volume fraction
Cons.L_0=0.0005; % initial thickness of thin film, unit:cm (for PS, 10mum)
Cons.V1=1/Cons.lol;Cons.V2=1/Cons.o2; Cons.V3=1/Cons.1o3; % partial specific volume, unit: cmA3/g
Cons.R=8.314*10A7; % unit: erg/mol/K
Cons.T=300; % temperature, unit: K
Cons.pmvl=18.0; Cons.pmv2=77.4; Cons.pmv3=266667; % pure molar volume, unit: cmA3/mole
Cons.M1=18.0; Cons.M2=73.09; Cons.g23=0.497; Cons.g13=2.2; Cons.NA=6.022*10A23;
% constant from Table II
Cons.V2sta=0.926; Cons.V3sta=0.850; % unit: cmA3/g
Cons.mw=0.47;
Cons.D20=8.48*10A-4; % unit: cmA2/s
Cons.K22_div-gamma=9.76*10A-4; % unit: cmA3/(g K)
Cons.K32_min_Tg2=-43.8; % unit: K % K32 or K22
Cons.K23_div-gamma=5.82*10A-4; % unit: cmA3/(g K)
Cons.K33=111; Cons.Tg3=111-(-327); % unit: K % K33 or K23
Cons.D12_1=1.12*10A-5; % unit: cm^2/s
Cons.fricoefl2=Cons.pmvl*Cons.R*Cons.T/Cons.NAA2/Cons.D12_1;
% constant from Table III
Cons.Dlg=0.267; Cons.D2g=0.023; % unit: cmA2/s
Cons.mug=1.85*10A-4; % unit: g/cm/s (Pa*s)
Cons.lo-g=1.18*10A-3; % unit: g/cmA3
Cons.taul=0.413; Cons.tau2=-1.65; % unit: N/A
Cons.Lc=Cons.LO; % unit: cm
Cons.P10=0.0313; Cons.P20=4.97*10A-3; Cons.Pt=1; % unit: atm
Cons.Vlg=1358; Cons.V2g=335; % unit: cmA3/g
Cons.Sc_1=Cons.mug/Cons.lo-g/Cons.Dlg; Cons.Sc_2=Cons.mug/Cons.lo-g/Cons.D2g;
Lpre=Cons.L_0;
% initial condition
phi_1 = ones(1,nx).*Cons.phi_10; phi_2 = ones(1,nx).*Cons.phi_20; phi_3=1-phi_1-phi_2;
phi_10 = phi_1; phi_20 = phi_2; phi_300=1-phi_10-phi_20;
phi0=[phi_1 phi_2];
% First simulate using ode1Ss solver with BDF method
%OptionsODE = odeset('BDF','on');
B=[N; dx; mins];fprintf(fid,'N dx mins\n'); fprintf(fid,'%12.8f%12.8f %12.8f\n',B);fprintf(fid,'phi1 phi2 phi3\n');
for k=1:t tot
time-sec=k/ttot*mins*60
[t,phi] = ode45(@diff.calcf,tvectphi0,[],N,Cons,L-pre);
t_cal=t;
for i=1:N
phi_1(1,i)=phi(end,i);
phi_2(1,i)=phi(end,i+N);
phi_3(1,i)=1-phi(end,i)-phi(end,i+N);
end
if rem(k,0.2*mins/Cons.dt)==0
A=[phi_1; phi_2; phi_3];
fprintf(fid,'%12.8f\t %12.8f\t %12.8f\n',A);
end
L_pre=(Cons.L_0^2*Cons.phi_30/2/(sum(((phi_3(1,1:end-1)+phi_3(1,2:end))/2).*((x(1,1:end-1)+x(1,2:end))/2))*dx))^0.5
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phiO(1,:)=phi(end,:);
phil=phil(end), phi2=phi_2(end), phi3=phi_3(end),
%drawnow;
end
fclose(fid);
plot(x,phi_20,'rx',x, phi_10,'rx',x, phi_300,'rx'); hold on;
plot(x,phi_2,'b',x, phi_1,'g', x, phi_3,'y');
%phil(end,:), phi_2(end,:), phi_3(end,:),
iflag-main = 1; toc
return;
% --------------------------------------------
function f = diffcalcf(tphi,N,Cons,L-pre);
% generate 1-D grid
t; x = linspace(0,1,N); dx = x(2) - x(1); phi_3=zeros(N,1);
for i=1:N
phi_1(i,1)=phi(i,1);
phi_2(i,1)=phi(i+N,1);
end
phi_3(:)=1-phi_1(:)-phi_2(:);
summation=O;
for i=1:N-1
summation=summation+2*(phi_3(i)+phi_3(i+1))/2*(x(i)+x(i+1))/2;
end
% L= (Cons. L_0 ^ 2*Cons.phi_3 0/2/ (sum(((p hi_3 (1: end -1) +phi_3 (2:e nd))./2)* ((x(1:end -1) +x(2:end))./ 2)) *dx))^0. 5
L=(Cons.L_0^2*Cons.phi_30/(summation*dx))A0.5;
% assign space
ul=zeros(N,1);u2=zeros(N,1);g12=zeros(N,1);
dChemPo_1=zeros(N,1);dChemPo_2=zeros(N,1);dChemPo_3=zeros(N,1);
dChemPo_1_dphi_1 =zeros (N, 1); dChemPo_1_dphi_2 =zeros(N, 1); dChemPo_2_dphi_1 =zeros (N, 1); dChemPo_2_dphi_2 =zeros(N, 1
wl=zeros(N,1);w2=zeros(N,1);w3=zeros(N,1);wtot=zeros(N,1);
D2sta=zeros(N,1);phi_2_new=zeros(N,1);D2=zeros(N,1);
fricoef23=zeros(N,1);fricoef1=zeros(N,1);E12=zeros(N,1);E22=zeros(N,1);E21=zeros(N,1);E11=zeros(N,1);E0=zeros(N,1);D
T1=zeros(N,1);DT2=zeros(N,1);
D 11 =zeros (N, 1); D12 =zeros (N,1); D2 2=zeros (N, 1);a 1=zeros(N, 1); a2 =zeros (N, 1); lo_1lg-i=zeros(N, 1); lo_2g-i=zeros(N, 1);
y_1g-i=zeros(N,1);y_2g-i=zeros(N,1);
G r_1=zeros (N, 1); Gr_2 =zeros(N, 1); Gr=zeros(N, 1);y-gpi=zeros (N, 1);y-air-lm=zeros(N, 1); k1 =zeros (N, 1); k2 =zeros (N, 1); f=zeros(
N1);
% variables depend on phi
u1(:)=phi_1(:)./(phi_1(:)+phi_2(:)); u2(:)=phi_2(:)./(phi_1(:)+phi_2(:));
g12(:)=0.5+0.04*u2(:)+0.8*u2(:).^2-1.2*u2(:).^3+0.8*u2(:).A4;
dChemPo_1(:)=Cons.R*Cons.T*(log(phi_1(:))+1-phi_1(:)-Cons.pmv1/Cons.pmv2*phi_2(:)-
Cons.pmvl/Cons.pmv3*phi_3(:)+(phi 2(:).*g12(:)+phi_3(:)*Cons.g13).*(phi_2(:)+phi_3(:))...
-Cons.pmv1/Cons.pmv2*phi_2(:).*phi_3(:)*Cons.g23-u1(:).*u2(:).*phi_2(:).*(0.04+2*0.8*u2(:)-
1.2*3*u2(:).A2+0.8*4*u2(:).A3));
dChemPo_2(:)=Cons.R*Cons.T*(log(phi_2(:))+1-phi_2(:)-Cons.pmv2/Cons.pmv1*phi_1(:)-
Cons.pmv2/Cons.pmv3*phi_3(:)+(Cons.pmv2/Cons.pmv1*phi_1(:).*g12(:)+phi_3(:)*Cons.g23).*(phi_1(:)+phi_3(:))...
-Cons.pmv2/Cons.pmv1*phi_1(:).*phi_3(:)*Cons.g13+Cons.pmv2/Cons.pmv1*u1(:).*u2(:).*phi_1(:).*(0.04+2*0.8*u2(:)-
1.2*3*u2(:).A2+0.8*4*u2(:).^3));
dChemPo_3(:)=Cons.R*Cons.T*(Iog(phi_3(:))+1-phi_3(:)-Cons.pmv3/Cons.pmv1*phi_1(:)-
Cons.pmv3/Cons.pmv2*phi_2(:)+(Cons.pmv3/Cons.pmvl*phil(:)*Cons.g13+Cons.pmv3/Cons.pmv2*phi_2(:)*Cons.g23).*(ph
i_1(:)+phi_2(:))...
-Cons.pmv3/Cons.pmv1*phi_1(:).*phi_2(:).*g12(:));
dChemPoldphil(:)=Cons.R*Cons.T*(1./phi_1(:)-1+Cons.pmvl/Cons.pmv3+phi_2(:).*(Cons.pmv1/Cons.pmv2*Cons.g23-
g12(:))-(phi_2(:)+2*phi_3(:))*Cons.g13...
+(ul(:)-u2(:)).*u2(:).2.*(0.04+2*0.8*u2(:)-1.2*3*u2(:).A2+0.8*4*u2(:).A3)...
+u1(:).*u2(:).A3.*(2*0.8-1.2*3*2*u2(:)+0.8*4*3*u2(:).A2));
dChemPo_1_dphi_2(:)=Cons.R*Cons.T*(-Cons.pmv1/Cons.pmv2+Cons.pmv1/Cons.pmv3+(phi_2(:)+phi_3(:)).*(g12(:)-
Cons.g13)+Cons.pmv1/Cons.pmv2*(phi_2(:)-phi_3(:))*Cons.g23...
+u1(:).*u2(:).*(u2(:)-u1(:)-1).*(0.04+2*0.8*u2(:)-1.2*3*u2(:).A2+0.8*4*u2(:).^3)...
-ul (:).^A2.*u2 (:).^A2.*(2*0.8-1.2*3*2*u2(:)+0.8*4*3*u2 (:).^ 2));
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dChemPo-2-phi-(:)=Cons.R*Cons.T*(-
Cons.pmv2/Cons.pmvl-iCons.pmv2/Cons.pmv3+(phi-1(:)+phi3 3(:)).*(Cons.pmv2/Cons.pmv1*gl2()
-Cons.pmv2/Cons.pmvl*u (:).A 2.*u2(:) A 2.*(2*O.8-1.2*3*Z*u2(:)+O.8* 4*3*u2 (:).A 2));
g12(:))-(phi-l(:)+2*phi 3(:))*Cons.g23...
+Cons.pmv2/Cons.pmv*u (:).A 2.*(u 1(:)u2 (:)).* (.4+2*O.8*u2 (:) -1.2*3*u2 (:).A 2+0.8*4*u2 (:). A3)...
+Cons.pmv2/Cons.pmv*u (:).A 3.*u2(:).*(2*.8-1.2*3* 2 *u2 (:)+O.8*4*3*u 2 (:).A 2 ));
w-tot(:)=Cons.lol*phi-l(:)+Cons.o2*phi-2(:)+Cons.1o3*phi-3(:);
wl(:)=Cons.lol*phi.1(:)./w-tot(:); w2(:)=Cons.1o2*phi-2(:)./w tot(:); w3(:)=1-wl(:)-w2(:);
D2sta(:)=Cons.D2O*exp(-
(w2(:)*Cons.V2sta+w3(:)*Cons.mw*Cons.V3sta)./(w2(:)*Cons.K22-ivgamma*(Cons.K32minTg2+Cons.T)+w3(:)*Cons.K23
-ivgamma*(Cons.K33+Cons.T-Cons.Tg3)));
%if phi-2(:)>O.8146
% phi-2new(:)=O.8146;
%else phi-2-new(:)=phiL2(:);
%end
fricoef23(:)=Cons.pmv3*Cons.R*Cons.T./D2sta(:)./phi-3(:)/Cons.NA A2;
fricoefl3(:)=O.5*(Cons.pmvl/Cons.pmv2)*fricoef23(:);
DT1(:)=Cons.R*Cons.T/Cons.NA A2./(phiL2(:)*Cons.fricoefl2/Cons.pmv2+phi 3(:).*fricoefl3(:)/Cons.pmv3);
DT2(:)=Cons.R*Cons.T/Cons.NA A2./(ph-l(:)*Cons.fricoefl2/Cons.pmvl+phi-3(:).*fricoef23(:)/Cols.pmv3);
E12(:)=(1-phi-1(:)).*Cons.fricoefl2/Cons.M2./phi-3(:)-(Cons.R*Cons.T*Cons.V2/Cons.NAA2)./DT1(:)./phi-3(:);
E22(:)=Cons.V2*phi-1(:).*Cons.fricoef12/Cons.pmv1./phi3(:)(Cons.R*Cons.T*Cons.V2)*(1-
phi-l(:))./(Cons.NAA2)./DT2(:)./phi-2(:)./phi-3(:);
E21(:)=(1-phi-2(:)).*Cons.fricoef12fCons.M1./phi-3(:)-(Cons.R*Cons.T*Cons.V/Cons.NA A2)./DT2(:)./phiL3(:);
E11(:)=Cons.V1*phi-2(:).*Cons.fricoefl2/Cons.pmv2./phi-3(:)-(Cons.R*Cons.T*Cons.V1)*(1-
phi-2(:))./(Cons.NA A2)./DT1(:)./phi-1(:J./phi-3(:);
(Cons.fricoefl2 A2/Cons.M1/Cons.M2)./phi-3(:)+(Cons.R A2*Cons.T A2*Cons.V*Cons.V2/Cons.NA A4)./DT1(:)./DT2(:)./phi 1(:
)./phi_2 (:)./ph-3 (:);
D 11 (:) = Cons.V /Cons.NA A2./EO (:).* (E2 2(:).*dChemPol-phi 1(:)-E 12 (:).*dChemPo-2Aphi-1(:
D12(:)=-Cons.V2/Cons.NA A2./EO(:).*(E22(:).*dChemPol-ph-2(:)-E2(:).*dChemPoj2-phi-2(:));
D22(:)=-Cons.V2/Cons.NA A2./EO(:).* (E 11(:).*dChemPo2phi2(:)-E 2 1(:).*dChemPojl-phi-2:
al(:)=exp(dChemPo-(:)/Cons.R/Cons.T); a2(:)=exp(dChemPo-2(:)/Cons.R/Cons.T);
Io-lgnf=4.73*JOA -6*5/2; lo-lg(:)=al(:)*Cons.PO/Cons.Vlg/Cons.Pt; %%%% Change humidity here
lo_2g-inf= OA -20; lo-2g(:)=a2(:)*Cons.P20/Cons.V2g/Cons.Pt;
yjlgnf=lo-gnf/Cons.M/(Cons.o-g/28.8); yjlgj(:)=Ilog(:)/Cons.M/(Cons.1o-g/28.8);
y-2glinf=lo-2gnf/Cons.M2/(Cons.lo-g/28.8); y-2gj(:)=o-g(:)/Cons.M2/(Cons.1o-g/28.8);
Grj(:)=(2*Cons.LC)A 3*Cons.logA2*98*abs(Cons.taul)*abs(ylg-i(:)-y 1gjino/Cons.nUgA2;
Gr_2(:)=(2*Cons.LC)A 3*Cons.ogA2*98*abs(Cons.tau2)*abs(y.]gJi(:)-y-2glin/Cons.MUgA2;
%Gr(:)=Grjl:+r-()
y-gji(:)= 1-y lg-i(:)-y-2gji(:); y a .in=-y 1 ignf-y 2gjnf;
y-air-im(:)=(ygi(:)-y-gin./log(y--gj(:)/y-gin);
kl(:)=O.53*(Gr-l(:)*Cons.Sc-1) AO .2./(2 *Cons. Lc)./yair -m(:)*Cons.Dlg;
k2(:)=0.53*(Gr-2(:)*Cons.Sc2). 0.25./(2*Cons.Lc)./y-airlm(:)*Cons.D2g;
% Begin of finite difference
f(1,1)=l/L-2*(Dll()*(phi-1(2)-2*phi-(1)+phi-(2))/(dX A2)+D2(1)*Cons.V/Cons.V2*(phi.2(2)-
2*phi-2(1)+phiL2(2))/(dX A2));
+k2 (end)* L*Cons.V * (o2gji(end) o2gjinfJ* D12 (end)/D 11 (end) /D 2(end));
for i=2:length(x)-1
1))/(dX A2))...
end
f(N,1)=x(N)/L*(L-Lpre)/Cons.dt*(phi-l-mp-phil(N-1))/(2*dx)...
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2*phi-2(N)+phiL2(N-1))/(dXA 2))...
+D11(N)./x(N)./L A2.*(philtmp-phil(N-1))/(2*dx)+D2(N)/x(N)/L A 2*(ph-2-tmp-phj-2(N-1))/(*dx);
f(N+1,1)=l/L A2*D2(1)*(phi-2(2)-2*phi-2(1)+phi-2(2))/(dXA 2);
for i=2:length(x)-1
f(N+2:2*N-1)=x(i)./L*(LLpre)/Cons.dt*(phi-2(i+l)-phi-2(i-1))/(2*dx)+..
end
f(2*N,1)=x(N)/L*(LLpre)/Cons.dt*(phi-2tmp-phi2(N-1)/(2*dx)+...
1/L A2*D2(N)*(phi2tmp-2*phj-2(N)+phi2(N-1))/(dXA 2)...
+D2(N)./x(N)./L A2.*(phi2tmp-phi-2(N-1))/(2*dx);
return;
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Appendix IV: Matlab Codes for the Calculation of Orientation and
Curvature Distribution of Nonwoven Fabrics Using Image Analysis
% orientation: Dimitrios Tzeranis, December 2007,
% curvature: J. van de Weijer, L.J. van Vliet, P.W. Verbeek, M. van Ginkel, 2001
% combined and modified by Chia-Ling, April 2011.
clc, close all, clear all
tic;
% % % algorithm parameters
LPBlockSize = 1; sigma-g = 23; sigma-a = 23; pixsize=256;
% read image
RawFrame = imread('10fa-ran1-2-left.tif');
% RawFrame = rgb2gray(RawFrame); % if the image is X*X*3 unit 8.
subplot(3,3,1),imshow(RawFrame); title('Check origin image,'FontSize',10)
RawFrame = imresize(RawFrame,[512,512]); RawFrame = RawFrame(:,:);
RawFrame = imresize(RawFrame,[pixsize,pixsize]);
RawFrame = imadjust(RawFrame); RawFrame = double(RawFrame);
PhotonC = double(RawFrame)/double(max(max(RawFrame)));
PhotonC2 = reshape(PhotonC,1,pixsize^2);
subplot(3,3,2); imshow(PhotonC);
title('New image - PhotonC','FontSize',10)
% % % ===> local orientation analysis
Hx= [3,0,-3;10,0,-10;3,0,-3j/32;
Ax = imfilter(RawFrame,Hx,'replicate'); Ay = imfilter(RawFrame,Hx',' replicate');
Axx = Ax.*Ax; Ayy = Ay.*Ay; Axy = Ax.*Ay;
jxx = imfilter(Axx,fspecial('average',LPBlockSize),'replicate');
Jyy = imfilter(Ayyfspecial('average',LPBlockSize),'replicate');
Jxy = imfilter(Axy,fspecial('average',LPBlockSize),'replicate');
c = sqrt((yy - Jxx).A2 + 4*Jxy.A2)./(Jxx + Jyy); % confidence function
c2 = reshape(c,1,pixsizeA2); % value falls within 0 to 1
chist = hist(c2,linspace(0,1,20));
subplot(3,3,3),bar(linspace(0,1,20),chist); xlim([0,1]);
title('Cohesion (Goal->1),'FontSize',10)
% % /o ===> Modified by IEEEE PAMI 2001 in order to capture the local curvature
% initialize the filter
break_of~sigma = 3; filtersize = break-ofsigma*sigma-g;
% compute the Gaussian and first Gaussian derivatives at scale sigma-g for orientation
% compute the Gaussian and first Gaussian derivatives at scale sigma-g
[y x] = ndgrid(-filtersize:filtersize,-filtersize:filtersize);
Gg = 1/(2 * pi * sigma_gA2)* exp((x.^2 + y.^2)/(-2 * sigma-g * sigma-g));
Gg-x = 1/(sigma-g^2)* x .* Gg; Gg-y = 1/(sigma-g^2)* y .* Gg;
% Compute the (moment generating) filters at scale sigma-a
filtersize = break-of sigma*sigmaa;
[y x] = ndgrid(-filtersize:filtersize,-filtersize:filtersize);
Ga = 1/(2 * pi * sigmaa ^ 2) * exp((x.A2 + y.A2)/(-2 * sigma-a * sigma-a));
Ga-x = x.* Ga; Ga-y =y.* Ga;
Ga_xy = x .* Gay; Ga_xx = x .* Ga-x; Ga_yy = y .* Gay;
% orientation imation Estimation
Fx = imfilter(RawFrame, Ggx,'replicate'); Fy = imfilter(RawFrame, Gg-y,'replicate');
Fxx = Fx .* Fx; Fxy = Fx .* Fy; Fyy = Fy .* Fy;
% theta values from j (gradient angle)
orientationim = 1/2 * atan2(2 * imfilter(Fxy, Ga,'replicate'), imfilter((Fxx - Fyy),Ga,'replicate'));
orientationim2 = reshape(orientation im,1,pixsizeA 2);
% theta values from DT (gradient angle)
theta = atan2(2*xy,-Jyy+Jxx )/2; % I change the sign of Jyy and Jxx from DT, it means gradient now!!!
theta2 = reshape(theta,1,pixsizeA2);
% magnitude of orientation vector
BandNum = 61;
mag = sqrt(double((2*Jxy).A2) + double((Jyy-Jxx). 2));
mag2 = reshape(mag,1,pixsizeA2); MaxMag = max(mag2);
mag2 = mag2/MaxMag; % the value falls within 0 to 1
maghist = hist(mag2,linspace(1/BandNum/2,1-1/BandNum/2,BandNum));
subplot(3,3,4),bar(linspace(1/BandNum/2,1-1/BandNum/2,BandNum),maghist)
ylim([0, 2000]);
title('orientation vector magnitude','FontSize',10)
HsvImage = ones(pixsize,pixsize,3);
Hsvlmage(:,:,1) = (theta + pi/2)/pi;
Hsvlmage(:,:,3) = double(PhotonC)/double(max(max(PhotonC))).*mag/max(max(mag));
RgbImage = hsv2rgb(Hsvlmage);
subplot(3,3,5),imshow(Rgblmage); title('theta by DT','FontSize',10)
Hsvlmage(:,:,1) = (orientation im + pi/2)/pi;
subplot(3,3,6),imshow(RgbImage); title('theta by J','FontSize',10)
Mask1 = PhotonC2>0.1; Mask2 = mag2>0.1;
Mask3 = PhotonC>0.1; Mask4 = mag>0.1;
theta2(-(Mask1&Mask2)) = [;
orientation im2(-(Mask1&Mask2)) = [;
orientationim = Mask3.*orientation im; orientationim = Mask4.*orientation-im;
thetahist = hist(theta2,linspace(-pi/2+pi/BandNum/2,pi/2-pi/BandNum/2,BandNum));
orientationimhist = hist(orientationim2,linspace(-pi/2+pi/BandNum/2,pi/2-pi/BandNum/2,BandNum));
subplot(3,3,7),bar(linspace(-pi/2,pi/2,BandNum)/pi*180,thetahist);
title('theta by DT','FontSize',10)
subplot(3,3,8),bar(linspace(-pi/2,pi/2,BandNum)/pi*180,orientation-imhist);
title('theta by J','FontSize',10)
% Curvature Estimation
CosPhi = cos(orientation-im);
SinPhi = sin(orientation-im);
% CosPhi = cos(theta);
% SinPhi = sin(theta);
% see equation 27
A = imfilter(Fxx, Ga xx,'replicate') + 2*imfilter(Fxy, Ga-xy,'replicate') + imfilter(Fyy, Ga-yy,'replicate');
B = -(imfilter(Fxx, Ga x,'replicate') + imfilter(Fxy, Ga-y,'replicate')).*CosPhi - (imfilter(Fxy, Ga x,'replicate') + imfilter(Fyy,
Ga-y,'replicate')).*SinPhi;
C = imfilter(Fxx, Ga,'replicate').*CosPhi.*CosPhi + 2*imfilter(Fxy, Ga,'replicate').*CosPhi.*SinPhi + imfilter(Fyy,
Ga,'replicate').*SinPhi.*SinPhi;
D = ones(size(C))*2*sigmaa*sigma-a;
E = imfilter(Fyy, Ga xx,'replicate') - 2*imfilter(Fxy, Ga xy,'replicate') + imfilter(Fxx, Ga.yy,'replicate');
F = (imfilter(Fxy, Ga-y,'replicate') - imfilter(Fyy, Ga-x,'replicate')).*CosPhi + (imfilter(Fxy, Ga x,'replicate') - imfilter(Fxx,
Ga-y,'replicate')).*SinPhi;
G = imfilter(Fyy, Ga,'replicate').*CosPhi.*CosPhi - 2*imfilter(Fxy, Ga, 'replicate').*CosPhi.*SinPhi + imfilter(Fxx,
Ga,'replicate').*SinPhi.*SinPhi;
% Compute Curvature (eq.25) and Confidence (eq.28))
curvaturejim = double(E - G.*D - sqrt(4 * F.*F.*D + power(-E + G.*D, 2)))...
./(2*F.*D);
curvatureim = abs(curvature-im);
curvature-im2 = reshape(curvature-im, 1,pixsizeA 2);
curvature-im2(-(Mask1&Mask2)) = [];
curvatureim = Mask3.*curvature-im;
curvature_im = Mask4.*curvature-im;
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avg-curvature=sum(curvature-im2)/length(curvature-im 2 ),
stdev=std(curvature-im2(:)),
avgradius=1/avgscurvature,
Radius= 1./curvature-im2;
MaxRadius = max(Radius),
Radius = Radius/MaxRadius; % the value falls within 0 to 1
Radiushist = hist(Radiuslinspace(0,1,20));
subplot(3,3,9),bar(linspace(0,1,20),Radiushist)
title ('normalized radius','FontSize',10), xlim([0,1]);
toc;
Results:
Check origin image New image - PhotonC Qqlg|ision (Goal->1)
orientation vector magnitude
2000
1000
0
0 0.5 1
theta by DT
theta by DT theta by J
1000 2000-
500 1000
0 0 AN
-100 0 100 -100
0 0.5
theta by J
jn% fhalized radius
4
2
0 -
0 100 0 0.5 1
avg-curvature = 0.0114
stdev = 0.0081
avgradius = 88.0662 (unit: pixel)
MaxRadius = 5.6739e+005
Elapsed time is 8.714549 seconds.
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Appendix V: Determination of Diffusion and Mass Transfer Coefficients
The diffusion coefficients, D2 [1-4], D11, and D12 [5-6], were estimated based
on the following equations and are functions of <p.
D2* = D20ceEIRT exp- W2V2 + wVI)
w2 (K22 I7)(K32 -Tg 2 +T)w 3 (K23 Iy)(K33 -Tg3,,
D2 =D2* (1(02)2(1 2gs y 2) (1-2)
DE= - V, E (1-3)
" NA2 EO 22 8y E2 e
D1 NE EV 2  E 2  2j (1-4)12 NA E0 (E2a92 E12 O
(1--s1)(1 _RTV2
M 2q3 N D(0 3
E V2( 1 2 RTV2(1-9 1 ) (1-6)
22 v1sp3 NA Dr2 02 (3
(_ 2 R 2T 2VV2
+y
DTI=NA RT (1-8)
DT2E 2 RT (1-9)
(PM 2 I3 + 3 223 1V3
vRT
D =23 (I-8i)
N;1 3 .(eo / v2+3133
where D2* is the self-diffusion coefficient of the solvent. D2 0 is the pre-exponential
factor of the solvent [4]. E is the energy per mole for a molecule to overcome
attractive forces from its neighbors, and was assumed to be zero here [4]. <i*is the
specific critical hole free volume required for a jump for component 1 [4,7]. w1 is the
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weight fraction of component i. is the ratio of molar volumes for the solvent and
polymer jumping units [4]. K2 2, K 32 , K23 , K33 are free-volume parameters [4]. y is the
overlap factor [4]. Ti is the glass transition temperature of component i [4]. NA is
Avogadro's number. Mi is the molecular weight of component i. g1, (23, and (13 are
the friction parameters [8]. D12 is the mutual diffusion coefficient in solvent-
nonsolvent system [6].
The gas-side mass transfer coefficient ki for single horizontal cylinders under
free convection is [9]:
0.53(GSci )O.25 D.
Gr = D p 
1g
Sc = gi (1-15)S - P9~
PgDig
where De is the characteristic diameter of the fiber. yair " is the logarithm mean mole
fraction difference of air. Dig [10-11], pg [12], and pg [12] are the mutual diffusion
coefficient of component i in the gas phase, total mass density of the gas phase, and
viscosity of the gas, respectively. yig are the mole fraction of component i. g is the
gravity constant. r, is calculated from -1lpg(apg /yig),,.
Pig was calculated by:
Pig' =ai / (I P) (1-16)
a. = exp(Ap /RT) (1-17)
where at is the activity of component i. Pt and P [10,13] are the total pressure and
the saturated vapor pressure for pure component i. Vig is the partial specific volume
of component i in the gas phase. The detailed derivation for mass transfer equations
is presented in reference [5,14-15].
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